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Part 150 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR Part 150)o Airport Noise
Compatibilit),Planning, includes in Part B of Appendix A a ;able titled "Land Use
Compatibility with Yearly Da),-Nigh;Average 5ound Levels". The table presents
various land uses that are compatible and incompatible with specific ranges of sound
levels (in decibels).

The objective of this stud)'was to investigate, identif),and document original
source material for the table appearing in FAR Part 150 and to prepare a report
comparing and °hall,zingthe results obtained from these sources considered in the
development of the table, To the extent that sources could be identified, they
have been reviewed and the detailed results presented in a chronological narrative,

Noise lavel guidelines for various land uses shown in the FAR Part 150 table were
• found to be reasonable and supportable based on this review of historical rating
,_ and measurement procedures used to assess the compatibilit),between land use, the

noise environment, and.human activit),. The table is consistent with previous land
use compatibilit),studies and no changes in the table are recommended.
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i. INTRODUCTION

Part 1tO of the Federal AviationRegulations(FAR Part 150), Airport
Noise Compatibility Planning, includes in Part B of Appendix A a table titled
"Land Use Compatibility with Yearly Day-Night Average Sound Levels" (Table i-
I). The table presents various land uses that are compatible and incompatible
with specific ranges of yearly day-night average sound levels (Ldn).
Conceptually,throughall five land uses shown - residential,public use,
commercial use, manufacturing and production, recreational - three main noise
levels are primarily considered. First, as shown in the first two columns of
Table i-I, less than 65 to less than 70 dg noise levels are considered
compatible for various land uses and related structures, without
restrictions. Second, a noise level of greater than 80 dB, as shown
predominantly in the last two columns of Table I-I, is mainly prohibited
since land use and related structures are incompatible at thls Ldn level.
Third, in reference to the middle columns of Table I-I, noise level
reductions (NLR) of 25 to 30 dB from outdoors to produce indoor noise levels
of approximately 40 to 50 dB are required through the incorporation of noise
attenuationmethods (e.g., insulation)into the design and constructionof
buildingsor portionsof buildingssuch as where the public Is received,or
whereofficeareasor noisesensitiveareasexist.

The objectiveof this study was to investigate,identifyend document
orginal source material for the table appearing iu FAR Part 150 (Table I-I)
and to preparea reportcomparingand analyzingthe results obtainedfrom
these sources considered in the development of the table. In the following
discussionin thisreport,referencesare made to an attachedset of "Notes".
These notes identify various pages of Appendix A containing specific
informationdetailingparticularpointsreviewedfrom the attachedlist of
relevant references.

In contrast to the physicalmeasurementof sound,an assessmentof the
relation of land to prevailing noise is less precise especially in view of
such factorsas type of human activityassociatedwith a specificland use,
differingresponsesof individualsto the same noise environment,and the
annoyance caused by the noise. However, as will be discussed in more detail
in AppendixA, criteriaof 40 to 50 Ldn for indoornoise levelsand maximum
permissibleupper limitsof 70 to 80 Ldn for variousland uses and related
structurescan be substantiatedin the literaturebE reviewingthe many
rating and measurementproceduresused to assess the compatibilitybetween
land use, the noise environment and human activity. Tile literature shows that

• a reasonablebasis exists for the noise levels used to develop Table i-I,
over and above the unquantiflablefactorsof experienceand judgment,and
that the table is consistent with previous land use compatibility studies.

The history leadingup to these designationsof land uses compatible
with varioussound levelsis a longone, and many of the questionsoriginally
identifiedin developing these designations are _till present.'In this
country, the first proposal for a noise metric to predict co;nmunity response

i-1
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TABLEi-i (Continued)

* The designationscontainedin this table do not constitutea Federal
determination that any use of land covered by the program is acceptable or
unacceptableunder Federal, State, or local law. The responsibilityfor
determiningthe acceptableand permissibleland uses remainswith the local
authorities.FAA determinationsunderPartIBO are not intendedto substitute
federally determinedland uses for those determinedto be appropriateby
local authoritiesin responseto locallydeterminedneeds and values in
achieving noise compatible land uses.

KEY TO TABLEi-i

SLUCM StandardLandUse CodingManual. !
Y (Yes) Land Use and related structurescompatible without

restrictions.

N (No) Land Use and relatedstructuresare not compatibleand
should be prohibited.

NLR Noise Level Reduction(outdoorto indoor)to be achieved
through incorporationof noise attenuation into the
designand constructionof the structure.

25, 30, or 35 Land use and related structures generally compatible
measures to achieve NLR of 25, 30, or 35 must be
incorporatedintodesignand constructionof structure.

(I) Where the community determines that residential or schools uses must be
allowed,measures to achieveoutdoorto indoorNoise Level Reduction
(NLR) of at least 25 dB and 30 dB should be incorporated into building
codes and be considered in individual approvals. Normal residential
construction can be expected to provide a NLR of 20 dB, thus the
reductionrequirementsare often statedas 5, 10 or 15 dB over standard
construction and normally assume mechanical ventilation and closed
windowsyear round.However,the useof NLR criteriawill not eliminate
outdoor noise problems.

z

(2) Measures to achieveNLR of 25 must be incorporatedinto the designand
constructionof portions of these buildings where the public is
received,officeareas,noise sensitiveareasor where the normalnoise
level is low.

(3) Measuresto achieveNLR of 30 must be incorporatedinto the designand i
constructionof portions of these buildings where the public is
received, office areas, noise sensitiveareas or where the normal noise i
levelislow.

(4) Measures to achieveNLR of 35 must be incorporatedinto the designand
constructionof portions of these buildings where the public is
received,officeareas,noise sensitiveareas or where the normal is
lo_.

i
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TABLE I-i (Continued)

(5) Land use compatibleprovided special sound reinforcementsystems are
installed.

(6) Residentialbuildingsrequirean NLR of 25.

(7) Residentialbuildings're.quirean NLRof 30.

(8) Residential-buildings-not permitted_

! 1-4



to noise was made in 1953. Since this initial work, many metrics and
prediction methods have been developed, including studies about the
compatibility of various land uses with levels of noise. To the extent that
sources could be identified, they have been revlewed and the detailed results
presented in a chronological narrative in Appendix A.
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2. FARPART150 ANDANSILANDUSECOMPATIBILITY

AS earlier noted, in Table i-1 land uses are divided into five
categories: residential, public use_ commercial use, manufacturing and
production, and recreational. Sound levels are in six Ldn ranges: below 65,
65-70, 70-75, 75-80, 80-85, and above 85 dB. Each category contains several
typical uses, and for each sound level, each use is classified as either
compatiblewithout restriction,not compatibleand shouldbe prohibited,or
requiring a specified level of sound reduction in construction in order to be

compatible.

Coincidentally, the American National Standard, "Sound Level Descriptors
for Determinationof Cempat'ibleLand Use" ANSI$3.23-1980(referredto as the
Standardin the remainderof this document),appearedat aboutthe sametime
as Table i-1 see Figure_-1 , The Standardcontainsan Appendix,"LandUse
Compatibilitywith YearlyDay-NightAverage Sound LevelsI',for information !
only. In discussingthe basisfor Figure2-1, obtainedfrom the Appendix,the i
Standard states: "Guidelinesgiven in the Appendix for yearly day.night
average sound levels that are likely to be compatiblewith land uses E
associatedwith residentialliving are based on studiesof noise-induced I
annoyance. Values specified for other land use are based on noise-induced
interference with speech communication".

The same land use categories appear in Figure 2-1 as in Table 1-1
although differently organized. A comparison of the two docqments shows that
they present nearly the same recommendations (Note a).

Residential use differs in a fundamental way from most of the uses in
the other four categories. Residential use is a twenty-four hour a day use.
With the exception of health care facilities in the public use category, and
perhaps some manufacturing, the other uses are not on a twenty-four hour a
day basis.

There is also a difference between residential and other uses upon which
Judgments as to compatibility have been made. As in the ANSI guidelines for
residentialuse, the compatibilityjudgmentsin PAR Part 150 appear to be
based upon studies of nolse-lnducedannoyance. The judgments about
compatibilityof land uses other than residentialwith aircraftnoise are
based upon Interference with communication.

2-i
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g. NOISE EFFECTSUSEDTO DEVELOPCRITERIAFOR LANDUSE

Various effectsof aviationnoise have been consideredin determining
the compatibilityof aviationnoiseand humanactivity.These include:

i. Effects on hearing
2, Effectson health
3. Effects on communication
4. Effects on sleep
5. Effects on community acceptance (annoyance)

Each ef these are discussed briefly below and in more detail in Appendix A.

3.1 Effectson Hearin9

The Departmentof Labor,OccupationalSafetyand HealthAdministration
OSHA) regulations require every employer to limit workers' noise exposure to
gO decibels(dB(A))over an 8 hourperiod.For each increaseof 5 dB(A , the
allowableexposuretime is cut in half. This is not a criterionfor speech
communication,It is a criterionfor the protectionof hearing,acceptedin
many countries.However,the halvingrate, that is the increasein dB(A)
whichnecessitatescuttingthe allowableexposuretimein half,is 3 dB(A) in
several countries such as the United Kingdom, Denmark, and Australia. In
Swedenthe limitis 85 dB(A),witha halvingrateof 3 dB(A)(Noteb).

3.2 Effects on Health

In order to discuss noise effects on health, a definition is required as
to what healthymeans.The U.S, EnvironmentalProtectionAgencyhas adopted
the very broad definition of "complete physical, mental and social well-being

• u

i and nob merely the absenceof diseaseand inflrmlty (Notec). Thus, if we

accept this definition, aviation noise which might cause disease or
infirmityis consideredto be unacceptable.However,noise levelswhich have
been implicated as potential causal agents of disease or infirmity have been
foundto firstresultin severehearingloss (Noted).

3.3 Effects on Communication

Communicationeffectsare the resultof noise that masks conversation,
or interfereswith listeningto radioor TV. Recentwork on the effectsof
room reverberationon indoor noise levels and speech intelligibility
demonstratethatthereIs a lowerlimitbelowwhich intrudingnoisewill have
no effect (Note e). That Is the effective noise generated by the
reverberationwithin the room would be largerthan the intrudingnoise. In
general, the reverberationlevelsare about 5 dB(A) below the speaker's
level.

Most communication research is concerned with steady state noise, or at
leastnoisewithmodestvariationssuchas trafficnoise (Notef), In 1970,
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it was suggested that the reasons that speech interference had not been
adoptedas a criterionfor residentialland use were that complaintscould
not be correlated with speech interference, and that a simple way of
calculating the effects of aircraft noise on speech masking had not been
found (Note-g),

In 1973, a task group organized by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) estimated, on the basis of- calculations near a major airport,
that an average aircraft noise level (Leq) of 65 dB(A) provided the same
sentenceintelligibility--outdoorsas 60 dB(A) of-moreor less steadynoise;
that is, 95% sentence intelligibility at a distance of two meters between two
people communicating (Note h). Indoors, even at an Leq of 45, speech
intelligibility has been found to remain high even under extreme fluctuations
of externalnoise levels (Note i). This 1973 study also concluded that
because of the annoyance caused by high noise levels sufficient to completely
interrupt speech, annoyance is a better criterion than speech interference.
But this conclusion implicitly assumes that annoyance can be predicted with
some-degree-of-assurance_

The:diff-erencebetweennolseeffectsindoorsand outdoorsis, of:course,
dependent upon the building construction and how many windows, if any, are
open. In-the 1973 study,the.following.rangesof externalto internalnoise
reduction were given (Note j).

In a warm climate, from 12 to 24 dB(A), depending on the windows.
In:aocold:climatB, from-17 to 27 dB(A),.depending on thewindows.
Approximate national average, from 15 to 25 dB(A).

An Ldn of 65 outdoors therefore implies an Ldn of 40 to 50 indoors.
Speech communication at these levels is not a problem in a residence.
Sentence intelligibility of 95% at normal voice levels should be possible at
distances of at least 4 meters. If considerationIs given to a 5 dB(A)
allowancefor intermittentsounds,evenfartherdistancesare possiblefor a
sentence intelligibility of 95% (Note h).

3_4.Effects_on-Sleep::

The; effeute, of_noise_ on sleep dependc upon the definition of sleep
disturbance:used; A change."in_electroencepha]egram'(EEG) patterns is one
definitlmn,a change in'sleepstate-is•another,and being awakenedIs a third
possibility(Note.k). However,there,is a wide varlationamong individuals
in'disturbance-caused,,bya given noise.This alone:makes the use of noise
effects on sleep as a criterion extremely difficult (Note l).

An Ldn of 65 implies an Leq of 55 at night. Inside a house, with the
windows open, an Leq no hlgher than 40 would be expected. Under other inside
conditions,it might be lower (Notej). This Is the level recommendedas a
thresholdto avoid sleepinterferencein hospitals(Noteg). Fromexperlments
conducted in France (Note m), it was Found that there were no EEG reactions
to mid-range noise levels. >la:data on the nu_bor of _wakeninga vzere given,
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but a change in sleep state (including awakenings) would have been expected
in 13% of those where the peak was 30 dg(A) above the ambient noise level. At
an outside Leq of 55, these levels equal peaks of 85 dB(A), which are not at
all common (Appendix B). One general conclusion is "the significance on
health and well-being of noise.induced sleep disturbance remains unresolved"
(Noten).

3.5 Effects on Community Acceptance

Residential land use compatibility criteria are primarily based upon
conTnunlty acceptance, which is not predictable with any degree of confidence.
In general, estimates are made of the number of people annoyed by specified
levels of noise, and a Judgment is then made as to whether this degree of
annoyance is acceptable or not. Of course, there are many intangibles In this
method of estimation.

First, noise levels historically have been expressed in many different
units, and translation from one to another Is not usually direct and
explicitly defined. Assumptions must be made about frequency content,
duration,peak levels,number of incidents,or some combinationof these
assumptions in order to convert noise measured or calculated in one unit or
metricto anothermetric,The consequenceis that a comparisonbetweenone
experiment, or experience, and another more often than not will contain an
unknown, although perhaps defineable, error. However, the error is often
neitherstatedor estimated(Noteo).

Second, experiments or surveys must, of necessity, use qualitative
expressions to estimate community reaction. Conversion of these from one to
another is uncertain. Is "highly unacceptable" equivalent to "highly

_ annoyed"? Is "acceptable"equivalentto "no annoyance"or "mild annoyance"or
"mild complaints"? On a scale of 0 to I0, where does one place "seriously
annoyed" compared to "little annoyed"? (Note p)

Third, within any population,therewill be a considerablespreadef
reaction. An individual will assess a specific level of noise differently at
d_fferont times, and will assign the same level of acceptability, or
unacceptability,to differentnoise levels.DifferentIndividualswill not
only have different reactions at different times, they will react differently
from each other to the same noise exposureat the same time. Consequently,
there will always be a wide spread in the data (Note q).

Fourth, there have been a considerable number of tests and experiments
conducted in different places at different times. It was generally hoped
that, on the average, similar results would be produced. However, if there

have been any controlled experiments to demonstrate this, they have not beenidentifiedin this study_Rather,severalcases have been found in .lhiL:N
assumptions have been made which lead to statistical comparisons which
sometimesdemonstratesimilarities,and sometimesdifferences,for the same
originaldata. Becauseof theseuncertainties,interpretingthe resultsfrom
thesetests and experimentsis very difficult(Noter).
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3.6 Summary of Noise Effects

Even with a margin of safety, no effects on hearing are expected below
an Ldn of 75 dB(A). Research on non-auditbry effects of noise on health is
proceeding,, but no evidence has yet been found of noise as a cause of disease
at levels below that which may affect hearing. Somewhat more Is known about
noise interference with communication. While causing some interference with
speech communication, a steady background nolse of 60 dB(A) still permlts 95%
speech intelligib_lity, An EPA group has estimated that fluctuating noise of
65 dB(A) average (Leq) outdoors would permit the same level of
communication; This level outdoors would cause no problems: with speech
communication Indoors. As regards sleep Interference, some reactions, in
terms of EEG activity, can be expected at essentially any noise level.
Although levels of 40 dB(A) have been recommended to avold interference with
sleep in hospitals, there is some evidence that more severe responses, such
as awakenings, require peak levels of the order of 85 dB(A) outside to cause
sleep impacts inside. Such levels are not likely to occur in areas,
partleularly with aviation noise of 65 Ldn outside. Finally, as noise
increases, by any metric, so does community annoyance and adverse public
reaction'. However_ an objective measurement of public, annoyance is not
easily defined_ Many other factors; explored in detail in Appendix A,
difficult todetermlne and measure, enter into the reaction of a:community to
a specificnoise level (Notes).
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4. CORCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

Basedon theextensiveliteratureresearchundertakenfor thisstudyand
detailedin AppendixA, the FAR Part 150 table(Tablei-I) Was found to be
reasonableand supportablein its delineationof land use compatibilityat
specified noise levels. No changes are recommended for this table.

The use ef available aviation noise metrics has been limited in its
abilityto predictnoise impactson a community. Additional researchis
neededto developbetterpredictorsof noiseimpactsand communityannoyance.
Existingnoisemetricsare at presentmore reliableas predictorsof hearing
loss and interferencewithspeechcommunication.Possibly,emphasiscouldbe
placedon effectsof aviationnoise on communicationas an element in the
developmentof criteriafor residentiallanduse compatibilitywith aviation
noise. More study of the effects of noise on speech communication might
provideone basisfor local authoritiesto make decisionsabout compatible
landuses.

The thresholdfor effectsof noise on hearingloss is well above the
thresholdfor interferencewith speechcommunication.Additionally,basedon
this literaturesurvey (AppendixA), effectson communicationfrom various
noise levelsprobablyare comparablewith effectson sleep.However,sleep

: interferenceis nob at presentsufficientlyunderstoodto be used as a basis
for establishingallowablenoise levelsfor specificland uses. Researchis
neededon the effectsof aviationnoiseon sleepdisturbancewith emphasison
the effectsof fluctuatingnoiselevels.

i
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S. NOTES

This list is a cross reference from the text of the report to
appropriate sections of Appendix A which contains a chronological"
presentation and detailed discussion of the literature reviewed.

a. Comparison of FAR Part 150 and ANSl Noise Compatibility Standard
Page A-87

b. Hearing loss
Pages A-53 to A-54
Page A-66

e. Publichealthand welfare
Page A-6g

d. Non-auditory noise effects
Munich, Page A-63
Jones, Page A-80
Tarnepolsky and Francois, Pages A.86 to A-87

e. Reverberation
Pages A-80, A-92

f. Effect of variation in level on communication
Pearsons, Page A-SO

g, Communication as a criterion
Pages A-54 to A-55

h. Speech communication
Pages A-54 to A-S5
Page A-67

i. Speech communication indoors
Page A-54

J. "NoiseReduction,"outdoorsto indoors
Page A-S2

k. Noise and sleep, definition of effect
Miller, Page A-73
Lukas,PageA-73

I. Variationineffectofnolseonsleep
Niller,PageA-73
Team VI, Page A-82
Team5,PageA-93 J

,n. ;Ioiseand sleep, French experiments
Vallet, Page A-31
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n. Noise and sleep, conclusions
greifan, Pages A-81 to A-82

o. Noise metrics used
CNR, Pages A-I to A-5, A-8 to A-12
NNI, Pages A-6 to A-7
Isopsophic Index, Pages A-20 to A-22
Netherlands, Pages A-18 to A-20
NEF_ Pages A-16 to A-18, A-27. A-49
Ldn; Pages,'A-51to A-53
Lr, Page'A-91

p, Response scales, metrics and translations among them.
Page A-1.
Page A-3
Pages A-B to A-7
Pages A-12 to A-13
Pages A-22 to A-24
Pages A-35 to A-37

, PagesA-55toA-58
Pages'A-68.to.A_6g''
Page A-84
Pages A-87 to A-88
Page A-96

q; Data spread'- co.unity response"
Page:A-i

• Page.A-3
Pages A-6 to A-7
Pages A-IO to A-12
Page A-16
Pages A-37 to A-38
Pages A-62 to A-65
Page A-68
Rice, Page A-84
Yaniv and Bauer, Page A-84
Cheifetz and Borsky, Page.A-84'
Schultz,Pages.A-84,,toA_85_
Rylander_Pages--A-BB-to,A-86=
Ollerhead,PageA-86
Fields and:Walker, PagesA-86 to A-87
F_ancois, Page A-87
Griffiths, Page A-g5
Bersky, Page A-g5
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r. Conclusionsfromdata Fromdifferentexperiments
Heathrow & Farnborough, Page A-5
Heathrow,Farnborough& Los Angeles,PagesA-IO to A-12
PagesA-22 to A-24
PagesA-54 toA-55
PagesA-57 toA-58
PagesA-94 toA-g5

s. On adequacyof currentcriteriafor residentialuse
Foster,PageA-80
Karlsson, Page A-87
Rylander,PageA-87
Griffiths, Page A-g4
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APPENDIXA

A REVIEWOF PERTINENTLITERATURE

A.I CompositeNoiseRating,1953-1960

In 1953, Rosenblith, Stevens, et al2, published a curve, shown in Figure
1, that presented a community response scale from "No Annoyance" to "Vigorous
Legal Action". The curve is based on "empirical data". The noise levels, or
"Noise Ranks", from A to I, are defined by a series of curves of "equal loud-
ness", separated by about 5 dB. The separation is smaller at low intensities,
larger at high, and less at low frequencies than high. The procedure proposed
for predicting community response is to determine a "Level Rank", i.e. e
noise curve matching the noise, more mr less. Corrections are then applied
for Spectrum Character (Pure tones), Peak Factor (Impulsive), Repetitive
Character, Level of Background Noise, Time of Day, Adjustment (Now long has
it been goingon), and OtherFactors (psychological,publicrelations,eco-
nomic, etc.). Correction numbers are unit numbers, changing the curve se-
lection. Therefore, each "correction" is on the order of 5 dB. After the
corrections are applied, the result is a composite noise rating or "Noise
Rating".

The community response curve recognizes the uncertainties; it is pre-
sented as a band, about 10 dB wide, The report2 says: "The inherent assump-
tion is that in the absence of dramatic events or particular psychological
circumstances, stimuli that have the same noise ratings (although perhaps
quite different level ranks) all produce the same response within a range of
statisticalvari_Is a truism that all residents do not react alike
to a given stimulus. There is a distribution of response, and it is neces-
sary, therefore, to e_press the response in terms such as expected 'average
response', and 'range of expected response from a normal population'. The
noise range from 'No Annoyance' to 'Vigorous Legal Action' on the community
response scale is about 40 dB. From 'Mild Annoyance' to 'Threats of Legal
Action', the range is about 15 dB. 'Strong Complaints' therefore, could be
expectedfromNoiseRatingsD,E or F; and 'Threatsof LegalAction'fromE, F
or B. In total, the linear response scale has six equally spaced points".

The authors2 point out that "the scheme for evaluation of neighborhood
reaction can be justified only by checking it against empirical data...We
have, of course, used some of our case histories in setting up the scheme,
and it is hardly conclusive now to use their case histories to show the
validity of the scheme. The real test for the scheme will come in the future
when its ability to predict behavior of communities will be tested in new
situations". A summary is given of the eleven case histories upon which the
method is based. Of these eleven cases, one is an examination of aircraft in
flight, and one deals with ground runups at an airport. Two others are con-
cernedwith enginetests at Factories. The remainingseveninvolvea number
of different noise sources ranging from a weapons range, to fans and wind
tunnels to transformer noise in a very quiet residential area. The single
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case of aircraft in flight produced noise at a Noise Rating of H.
Correctionsof -2 for repetitivecharacterand -I for exposureadjustment
reduced the Noise Rating of H to a Noise Rating of E, The consequent
predictedaverageresponsewas "strongcomplaints", The actualresponsewas
reportedas "Vigorouscomplaintsby letterand telephone. One town attempted
to preventpassageof aircraft".Similarinformationis given For eachof the
eleven case histories.

In 1955, an articleby the same authors3 containedsimilarinformation
as a previous paper publishedin 1953. The community responsecurve was
revised,Figure2, with the 11 casesplotted. The listof correctionfactors
was modified and reorganized, The response scale had five values plotted on a
linearscale,insteadof six: "No ObservedReaction","SporadicComplaints",
"Widespread Complaints", "Threats of Community Action", and "Vigorous
CommunityAction". The lower portion was redrawn, so that the average
expectedresponsereachesthe "No ObservedReaction"llne at NoiseRatingB.
After discussing the behavior that characterizes each of tileresponse points,
the authorscommentedthat "Thepointson our responsescale are not so well
definedas we might wish. It is a relativelysimplematterto measure the
intensityof noisewitha meter...toobtain...thetime scheduleof the noise,
the background noise, and so forth. Our informationon the community
response, however, is gleaned from comments on the number of telephoned
complaintsand the numberof lettersof complaint,and from impressionsof
tileseverity....voicedby the complainers.,,Werecognizethat such data are
often Ill-definedand vague and that the frequencyof the complaintsand
theirseveritycannotalwaysbe clearlyseparated".

There were also revisionsin the summaryof case histories.The single
case of aircraftin flightwas now definedas "Aircraftin fllght_mur miles
fromairport",and the levelrankwas changedfrom H to L, about20 dB, Cor-
rectlonsof -i for backgroundnoise (not presentbefore),-4 for repetitive

• character(formerly-2), and -1 for previousexposurechangedthe NoiseRat-
ing to F (formerly E}.

Tileconclusionstatedthat "twentyodd" case historieswere studied.
The authorssaid thatthey have not been able to give a clearcutanswerto
tile question of ".,.how many decibels it takes to make people squack how
loudly, It just doesn'_semm to be that simple...Weneed to _no_ whether
this scheme will ivorkwhen you try it",

By 1960, the CompositeNoise'Rating(CNR) was describedby Beranek7in
a text preparedfor a specialsummerprogramat the NassachusettsInstitute
of Technology. The applicationto aviationis not discussed,but Perceived
NoiseLevel (PNL)was introduced,The PNL "is definedas the sound-pressure
levelof a band of noisefrom 910 to I090 cyclesper second(cps)thatsonnds
as 'noisy'as tilesoundor noiseunder comparison. The principaldifference
betweenloudness level and percelved-noiselevel is that 'equalannoyance
contours'in placeof 'equalloudnesscontours'were used.in derivation.As
proofof its validityfor judgingthe 'noisiness'of aircraftFlyovernoise,
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a seriesof experimentswas conductedin which peoplejudgedthe relative
acceptability of the fly-over noise made by various jet- and piston-aircraft
more accuratelythandid loudnesslevel,speechinterferencelevel,or sound-
pressure level",

A.2 London(Heathrow)Airportand FarnborouahSurveys_196l

The London (Heathrow)Airport survey10 has been cited and reexamined
many times. One thousand seven hundred thirty one (1,731) people were chosen
at random from the areas around Heathrow, and interviewed, There were 42
questions,designedto explorehew peoplefeltabout theirlivingconditions,
Noise was not mentioned until question 11, and aviation was not mentioned
until questio_ 13. Question 13B was: "Does the noise of aircraft bother you
very much, moderately, a little, or not at all?", The scale used was formed
from the answers to 13B, and five ether questions: "Does the noise of
aircraft ever (a) wake you up, Ib) interferewith listening to TV or radio,
Cc) make the housevibrateor shake,(d) interferewith conversation,or Co)
interfere or disturb any other activity, or bother, annoy or disturb you in
any other way"? An individual scored one point if he rated himself at least
a little annoyed by aircraft in question 13B, and an additional point for
each kind of disturbance from aircraft -sleep, TV or radio, house vibrating
or interference with conversation - which he said annoyed him when it
occurred. Those who mentioned another kind of disturbance received another
point. There were only a few of these, who were all in the most extremely
annoyed group,

Quoting from the report on the Heathrow survey, "The selection of the
items and the degree of annoyance associated with each item was determined by
the specializedtechniqueknownas the Guttmanscale criterion, Thisensured
that the scale established was not an arbitrary one, but gave a continuous
measure of annoyance,,.The scale gave annoyance rating from O to 6, but the
numberof peoplescoring6 was so smallthatfor most purposesthey could be
combinedwith thosescoring5, The answersto question13B showedthat the
scalepointsO, 2, 3 and 4 correspondapproximatelyto the verbalcategories
'notat all,_ 'alittle,''moderately'and 'verymuch' annoyed,"

For analysis,the groupwas dividedinto twelvecells,definedby the
averagenumber of aircraftper day and the noise level range, The noise
levelwas in PNdB,thatis, a measureof peaklevelper event. The numberof
peoplein eachcellwas tabulatedagainsttheirannoyancescoresas follows:

Noise Aircraft Average Number of
Level perday AnnoyanceScore AnnoyancePeoplein
PNdB Average 0 I 2 3 4 5 Score Cell

84-90 5.75 230 128 113 5 5 31 1,1 512
22.5 45 33 26 17 12 22 1,9 155
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Noise Aircraft AverageNumberof
Level perday AnnoyanceScore AnnoyancePeoplein
PNdB Average 0 1 2 3 4 5 Score Cell

81 5 7 2 7 10 7 2.8 38
91-96 5.75 51 41 28 17 11 10 1.5 158

22.5 90 64 55 45 35 32 1.9 321
81 18 15 13 23 18 23 2.7 110

97-102 5.75 2 I - 3 i - 7
22.5 13 9 20 16 II 13 2.S 82
81 20 22 38 26 30 64 3.1 200

103-108 5.75, _ - - -i ii
81 11 7 17 16. 19 67 3,B I37

Because of their small sample size, the cells with less than forty
people were discarded, and the 'analysis is based on the rema.iningeight
cells.

From this point, the average scores were used as typical of the group in
the cell,Examinationindicatedthatquadruplingthe numberof operationswas
equivalent to a 9 dB:increase in Perceived Noise dB"(PNdB),or 15 log N, The

totalnoise exposure-thenwas definedas"the Noise,and Number_Index,INNI).
The-NNI (averagelevel in PNdB)x 1B log,N-- 80, where,N-is the numberof
operations,,and 80 makes NNI : 0 at about zero annoyance;

These results were compared with the results of interviews conducted in
Farnborough10 at about the same.time. The Parnborough experiments used a
scale based on "intrusiveness!'.In Farnborough, the noise was measured in
dE(A).These were,changedto PNdB by,adding14"dB'_A_to the dE(A) readings.
The correction for the number of operations in the Farnborough data was O.
because the Judgments were based on single events.

"Taking into account all the inevitable uncertainties of the above com-
parisons, we consider that exposure to aircraft noise reaches an unreasonable
level in the range of 50 - 60 NNI. Support for this conclusion comes from
the fact that it corresponds roughly with the exposures judged to be 'very
annoying' in the Farnborough experiments, and at which people considered
themselves 'very much annoyed' in the Social Survey, and from, the.fact that
Cranford,.which,is;known to_.bea:particularly;eensitive,area, is exposedto
just_tlese, levels of NNI."

The NNI in the cell with the highest noise,and most aircraft per day,
PNdB'= I03_10B and N_ (average)= 81. is 54.1, The range in the number of
aircraft in this cell was 40 - 110 per day. At a PNdB of 103 and 40 air-
craft, if such a situation actually occurred, the NNI would be 47. At a PNdb
of 108. and 110 aircraft, should this combination occur, the NNI would be
58.6. Of the people in this cell, the annoyance scores were distributed as
follows:
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AnnoyanceScore Percent

0 8%
1 5%
2 12% :
3 12% i
4 14%
5 49%

The average score was 3.6.

d,lUsing the criteriaof a score of 3.5 as "seriouslyennoye , data
showingthe percent"seriouslyannoyed"at variousPNdB levels(notNNI) were
given:

PNdB Percent"seriouslyannoyed"
85 10%
85-87 16% ,
88-g0 23%
91-93 24%
94-96 36%
g7-g9 48%
100-102 51%
103 68%

The report10 does not indicate how the criteria of 3.5 as "seriously
annoyed" was determined.

A.3 CompositeNoiseRatinB,1964

Bolt, Beranekand Newman12 published!n October,1964 a documentwhich
describes procedures for applying CNR to aviation operations. A minimum
number of contours for various types of aircraft are supplied, in PNdB.
Correctionsare appliedfor numberof operations,runwayutilizationand time
of day, all in 5 PNdB steps. At any point, the total of all operations are
summed. The rules are simple: "Only those CNRs that are within 3 units of
the maximum CNR need to be considered. If there are three or more CNRs
fulfillingthisrequirement,add 5 unitsto the highestone to determinethe
CNR that appliesfor all flightoperations;if there are lessthanthree,the
highest applies". The chart for estimating response based on this
determination is (considering takeoffs and landings):

CNR Zone DescriptionofExpectedResponse

100 i Essentiallyno complaintswould be expected. The
noise may, however, interefere with certain activi-
ties of the residents.

100-119 2 Individualsmaycomplain,perhapsvigorously.
Concerted group action is possible.
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CNR Zone Descriptionof ExpectedResponse

115 3 Individualreactionswould likely includerepeated
vigorous complaints, Concerted group action might
be expected.

The,October1964 reportdoes not give a source or basisfor thesede-
scriptionsof expectedresponse. Betlveen1957and 1964, however,the correc-
tlons for backgroundnoise,winter-summer,and previousexposuredisappeared.
The correctionfor nighttimeoperationsis 10 dB. However,the statementis
made_thatL"Onlywhen the nighttime,activityis disproportionatelyhigh will
the nighttime,correctionaffectthe,CompositeNoiseRating".

In December,1964,a Bolt, Beranekand Newman(BBN) report11 includeda
land use compatibilitychart,which indicated,that, up to CNR 100, resi-
dential use is compatible with aviation noise; over 116, such use is net com-
patible with aviation noise. Between 100 and 115 CNR, "Case history experi-
ence indicatesthat individualsin privateresidencescomplain,perhapsvig-
orously. Concerted group action is possible. New single dwelling construction
should generallybe avoided".For apartments,"Avoid constructionunless a
detailedanalysisof'noise reductionrequirementsis made and needednoise
control featuresare included in budldingtdesige"

A.4 CompositeNoiseRating_1966

In December,1965, the finalreport14 of a two year contractby BBN was
published, This report synthesized much of the information that. contributed
to the.overall pattern of the prediction of community response to noise as it
existed_a_th_t_tim_. The'_ebstract'cautions:"The:improvement-of'procedures,
for accurately predicting different degrees of community response in
particularairport - communitysituationsdoes not seem feasibleat this
time. However,presentempiricalmethodsfor predictingcommunityresponse
to aircraft noise provideextremelyuseful guides to typicalresponseex-
pected from a broad sampling of communities".

The report presents a chart, reproduced as Figure 3, which shows CNR
values as computed by this .procedure, and the overt community response for 21
case,histories.

A, survey,of-attitudes,toward:aviatlon-noise_conductedby BBN in Los
Angeles is reportedin the December1965 study.Since 1960, three surveysor
tests:of'the:judgmentof aircraft'noisehad beenconducted:judgmentsof "in-
trusiveness"by 60 subjects in Farnborough,England; determinationof sub-
jective-"annoyance"in the vicinityof London (Heathrow) Airport in 1961
involvingattitudequestionnairesof 1731 peopleand 100"noisemeasurements
at each of B5 locations;and judgmentsof aircraftnoise in termsof "accept-
ability"conductednearLos AngelesInternationalAirportin 1964,
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As noted, the descriptive scales do not match. On a scale of 0-10, the
report placed them as Follows:

Scale Farnborough London Los AnQeles

0 "Intrusiveness" "Annoyance" "Acceptability"
O.B NotNoticeable Not at all
I
1.5
2 Ofnoconcern
2.5- Noticeable
3"
3.6
4 Little Acceptable

: 4.5 Intrusive
B
5.6 Moderate
6 Annoying BarelyUnacceptable
6.5
7

7.75 VeryAnnoying
B Ver_Much Unacceptable i
8.B
g
9,5
10

i

On this.basis,ithe_threescaleswhen plottedagainstoutdoorPNdB + 10
I Cor_15)log NZdo not coinclde.However,theyare not'radicallydifferent.

I The i965 BBN reportalso makes other comparisonsof the three studies.
Among theseis a listingof the changesin PNdB in each of the threecases

_21_ : whichresultedin a significantshiftin ratings:

Test Farnborough London LosAngeles

ShiftFrom Intrusive Little Acceptable
ShiftTd VeryAnnoying: VeryMuch Unacceptable
IncreaseinPNdB 20"to.2g*, 23 17*-to21**" -

*Outdoors **Indoors '

On this basis the report states that "it is evident that a shift in
noise exposure of the order of 20 PNdB is required.to provide a pronounced
shift in mean attitudes toward aircraft noise".

The report postulatesthat both stimulusand responseare distributed
about an idealsinglenumber. Th*atis, in the idealizedsituation,a given
stimulus would produce a specific response. Instead, both stimulus and re-
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• " spensehave a distributionabout these idealized(presumablymean) values.
Based on the statistical analysis resulting from an examination of the estl-
mated increase in noise level to increase the percentage of people judging
noiseas unacceptableor veryannoyingfromg_ to 50% or from i0% to 50%, the
reportconcludesthat: "a sizeableproportionof the existing15 CNR unit
spreadbetweenCNR responsezones 1 & 3 is due to variabilityin subject
responsesand variabilityin aircraftnoisestimuli....even if we had a much
fullerunderstandingof the linkagebetweenindividualresponses....and ob-
servedcommunityreaction,there would be a considerablespreadof noise
stimulus in which a given degree of community response might be observed in a
particularairport-community".

A detaileddiscussionon the Los Angeles tests mentionedabove was
presentedin the report. The tests indicatethat the same noise level is
likelyto be lessacceptableindoorsthanoutdoors.A similarconclusionwas
reached at Farnberough. In Farnborough the displacement was about 18 dB(A);
in Los Angeles,14 PNdB. In both, the shiftwas "somewhatless" than the
noisereductionprovidedby the testbuildings,7 to 10 PNdb greaterthanthe
meanobserveddisplacementin judgments.

The report also comparesLos Angeles and Farnboroughon the basis of
PNdB valuesand the categoryscales. The unacceptablelevel in Los Angeles
was from 107 CNR Coutdoors,as Judged insidewith buildingattenuation)to
115 CNR (as Judgedoutdoors). The very annoyinglevel at Farnberoughis
about127 CNR.The reportsuggeststhatthe differencemay be due to instruc-
tionsgivento the subjectsin the Los Angelestest to rate each incidentin
the contextof 20-30occurrencesper day. This wouldaccountfor an addi-
tional13-15 or 20-22 dB dependinguponwhetherone used a multiplierof 10
or 15.

There is considerablescatterin the data. "Forexample,...onecan say
thatwhile BOg of subjectslocatedoutdoorsmay assign a ratingof 'barely
acceptable'or betterto a flyoverwith a noiselevelof 9g PNdB,95% of the
subjectsare not likelyto registera ratingof 'barelyacceptable'or better
untilthe flyovernoise levelhas beenloweredto 82.4PNdB."

There is someanalysisof the sourcesof dispersion,and it is concluded
that "the variabilityresultingfrom differencesbetweensubjects,individual
subjectinconsistencyand correlationbetweenobjectiveand subjectivescales
are (all)of the sameorderof magnitude".

One conclusionfrom the test indicatesa changeof 16 PNdB is requiredfor a doublingof noisinessas opposedto I0 PNdB as postulatedby Kryter,
Stevens3 alsoconcludedthat10 PNdB is requiredfor doubling.

The 1965 BaN report14 also containsa sectionin which the CNR noise
technidueas describeda year earlieris applied. The developmentof the
landuse criteriais describedthus: "On the basisof case historiesinvolv-
ing aircraftnoiseproblemsat variousmilitaryinstallationsand civil ai_-
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ports,an empiricalrelationshiphas been developedbetweencompositenoise
communities .rat.ingsand the expectedresponseof residential ' ' "

Thus, by the end of 1966, the CNR methodologyhad becomeestablished.
The basicmetricwas RNdB, All of theexperimentaldata showedthatthere was
a largespreadof individualreactionsto the samenoise level. The correc-
tionformultipleeventswas 10 timesthe logarithm(baseten) of the number
of daily operations.

A.5-NoiseMeasuresforAircraftNoise,1966

A paper by,_Gallowayand van Gierke16 given,late in 1966 sums up the
situationwell. The authors point out that aircraftnoise specifications
fall in three differentcategories.The first is concernedwith noise levels
for certification;the secondwith noiseexposurefor planningpurposes;and
the thirdwith noise levelsfor monitoringpurposes. In the secondcategory,
it is necessaryto have some scale of communityresponse;the issue of re-
sponsecan be found in the other two categories. Experimentsindicatethat
"the variancesin the correlationof group responseto aircraftnoise ex-
posureare large. Thus...specificationsbased on predictionof an absolute
scale of responsemust recognizethe broad uncertaintyin the experimental
data...It therefore'becomesclean that the final choice of aircraft noise
limitsis an operationalor administrativedecisionwhich can only be made in
the context of'the:purpose of the.specification--andin the context of
specificstatesof societyand law".

The paper assumesthat PNdB is themore acceptablemeasurefor aircraft
noiseas.ofthe time_of:the_paper,,andusesthismeaeure-,in,the discussion.

Thereare three,broad categoriesof experiments,that•had been conducted
on estimatingreactionto aircraftnoise. Thesecategoriesinclude: psycho-
acousticJudgment on evaluations;sociologicalopinionsurveys;and analysis
of complainthistories.The psychoacousticexperimentsprovide valuablein-
formationabout individualresponses,and the effectof changesin frequency,
duration,tonal components,etc. However,they do not provideestimatesof
communityresponse. The other two approachesare more useful for that
purpose.

"SocialsurveysprovIde,a great'dealof fascinatinginformationon the
reportedattitudes,of the respondents...(For)the administrator,faced with
the_selection-ofzalIOwable noise-exposurelimits,it is often difficultto
extractfrom an opinion surveyof the communityquantifiableinformationon
just how far he.can be-permittedto go in balancingallowablenoise limits
with the economiclimitationsimposeduponthe air trafficoperatingfrom the
airport...While the airportoperatoror air carriermay be very sympathetic
to the feelingsof the communitysurroundingthe airportand may have a sin-
ceredesireto minimizethe nuisancevaluecausedby aircraftnoise,his fun-
damentalfear in reality is legalactionwhichwill restrictairportopera-
tions."
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The authors compare the results of field experiments conducted at var-
ioustimes and places. Fieldexperimentsattemptto approximate"reallife"
conditions, People are asked to indicate their reactions or response to
variousknown or measurednoise on a catego÷yscale, Figure4, taken from
the report, compares various tests of this nature, The British data, origi-
nallyrecordedin dBCA),have been convertedto PNdB usingthe averagedif-
ference reported by the British of 13 dB. Noise levels measured inside have
been converted to the equivalent outside levels by the noise reduction re-
ported for the various buildings involved. The mean values for the various
word descriptors used are indicated on the vertical bars. The upper and
lowernoise levelsfor eachtestare shownby the horizontalbars.

The differences among the experimental results are discussed at some
length, with possible explanations hypothesized, With the first four sets, B
and g were 3jO00 feet from the runway; A and C were approximately 500 feet to
the side. "We can conclude only that the mean noise levels at which
different groups of people designated particular descriptors such as 'quiet',
'moderate', or 'noisy' was strongly a function of the physical environment in
which the people were performing their judgments". Because the displacements
in the scales are large compared to the standard deviation of the means, the
authors conclude that "It is not likely that the displacements between the
two scales are merely a function of the variability in the Judgments of dif-
ferent groups of people".

From the Los Angeles experiment, the authors conclude that people expect
t • inside noise levels to be lower than they do outside for the same descrip-

tors, Regarding the final three scales, the authors hypothesize that Groups
A and B might have been "conditioned" by participation in a test the previous
day which involved somewhat higher noise levels than this test. The differ-
ences between inside and outside follow the Los Angeles data. "The results
of these various category scale judgments show the typical variability of
thistype of experiment." Figure4 certainlyillustratesthe difficultyin
drawing general conclusions about community reaction from these experiments,

The reportdiscussedthe NationalOpinionResearchCenter{NORC)surveys
on eleven major airport communities in the United States conducted between
1952 and 1960, Eight were communities with civilian airports and three were
communities with Air Force bases operating jet aircraft. Figure B illus-
trates the results of an analysis of the NORC data. The attempt was to de-
terminethe percentageof residentswho wouldbe annoyedby a largenumberof
operationsas a functionof the noise exposure,fear of crashes,and feeling
of considerateness on the part of the base, The authors have converted the
noise scale to CNR from the original duration in seconds of noise exposure
about a speech interference level of 60 dB. The figure indicates that the
percentage of people much annoyed depends as much on fear of crashes and a
feeling that the operators are or are not considerate as it does on a change
of CNR from 100 to 115 or more.
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The NORC studies also developed a relationship between the percentage of
people who had "felt like complaining" and the percentage who had "actually
complained". These results are shown below.

ActuallyComplained(%) FeltLike Cemplalning(%)
, 1 10

2 15
4 25
6 30
10 40

The authors state that, "The incipient,feeling of people that they
"shouldcompl'ainisoftensparkedintoactionby a,strongpoliticalor social
orientationin a,givencommunity. Therefore,evena smallpercentage;ofcom-
plaintsin a communityshouldbe consideredin evaluatingthe likelihoodthat
a communitywill takelegalactionagainstan aircraftoperation".
• i

The authorsalso commenton the London (Heathrow)Airportsurvey. CNR I
valueswere calculatedfor the Londonnumber and exposure levelcategories
and plotted against the category scale of annoyance, with the results shown
in Figure6. The standarddeviationson the annoyancescale are on the order
of one and a half categoriesor greater,correspondingto about15 units of
CNR.

This 1966 paper also repeats the chart of 21 case historiesfound in
Figure.3. The_authorsnote that "Examinationof the rangeof,reactionswould
indicatethat the separationbetweenZones 2 and 3 might more properlybe
placedat a-CNR of 110. However,due to-variances,in reactionii_ was de-
cidedthat to avoidoverpenalizingairportoperations,a CNR of I]5shouldbe
chosen";

A.6 Noise,.E-xposure--Forecast_1967

In 1967, the Noise ExposureForecast (NEF)was introduced18. It dif-
fered from CNR in that it; used EffectivePerceivedNoise Level (EPNL) as
the metricinsteadof PNL, calculatednoise exposureon the basisof energy
ratherthanpeak value;introduceda continuouscorrectionfor the numberof
operations;and,eliminatedstepcorrectionsand standardprofiles.

EffectlvePerceived.'NoiseLevel was developed"over-a-numberof_years"
fromthe work_of'sevelalinvestigators.A'1968-report23 described it'and
the_procedures(fo_ _ca.lculatlng it'.

The.1967 report states: "the CNR boundaries defining different CNR or
Noise SensitivityZonesiverebasedon considerablecase historyand detailed
examination of' noise requirements for different work activities. It was
deemed desirable to utilize this accumulated noise exposure information in
selectingNEF boundaryvaluesfor determininglanduse compatibility.A com-
plicatingfactorin establishingthis correlationis the fact thatthe rela-
tionship between the perceived noise level and the effective perceived noise
level varies with aircraft operations and with distance from the given air-
craft. Hence, there is no single value that can be used to establish a
translationin termsof noiselevelmeasurement".(emphasisadded),
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To provide an estimate of the relationship, the authors calculated, for
median values of the number of operations which established CNR corrections
of O, +5 and +10 for daytime periods, "the distances from the aircraft at
which CNR values of 115 and 110 would occur. At these distances, the corre-
spondingeffectiveperceivednoise levelsand accompanyingNEf valueswere
determined",These were done for large turbojetand turbofanaircraft. A
sampleof the results is shown in Figure7. On this basis,the authorsde-
termined that, "to the nearest five units, a CNR of 115 corresponded approxi-
mately to a NEF value of 40 and a CNR of 100 corresponds to an NEF of 30".
The examplesshowngivethe impressionthatCNR 100 would.bemore likeNEF 27
than 30..Further based on the range'of_numbers of'operatlons-for corrections
of O, +5-and+10 in'CNR;the correspondingrange of"NEF corrections"wouldbe
4.3 dB, 5.4_dB and4.3 dB. That is, if'a CNR of'115were the result'of a
correction of + 15 for the number of operations, the corresponding NEF could
fall anywhere within a range of 4.3 dB depending upon the number of
operations.

Of course, in the reverse direction, any value of NEF 30 could be more
or less than CNR 100, depending upon whether it was considering approaches or
departures, the size of the correction for number of operations, and whether
the actual number of operations was near the bottom or the top of the range.
A similarstatement_canbe.made.'aboutNEF;40and CNR 115_ One.cant it ap-
pears,be fairlycertainthan a NEF 35 wouldfallbetweenCNR'100and 115,

A.7 SpecialMeetingon AircraftNoise in the Vicinityof Aerodromes?1969

A specialInternationalCivil Aviation-Organization(ICAO)meetingon
aircraftnoise,was..convened,in Montrealon Nov. 26, 1969, At thismeeting,
various countries,who- had been working in" the field-presented their posi-
tions24-34.

A discussion paper prepared by the ICAO staff points out that "two gen-
eral classes of unwantedness can be identified". The first is learned reac-
tion_ where the sound carries information or connotations that the hearer a_-
seclateswith dangeror unpleasantness.The secondis relatedto the physi-
cal quality of the sound, and hence is more universal, However, there are
large variations in the individual subjective responses to the same sound be-
cause'of" psychological factors'_and social attitudes.• "In view.of the_number
of'sources..ofvarlance-,,,it.is to be,expectedthat opinions,as to what
basdcallyconstitutesnoise,and what represents.'acceptableand unacceptable
noise situations, will differ considerably between individuals, from commu-
nity to community,and with time¢environmentand circumstances,"

The ICAOstaffsummarizedthe resultsof the "jury"testsat farnborough
in 1961 and 1964 and in Los Angeles in 1964 as;

"i) Equivalent noises from different sources (vehicles and aircraft)do
not evoke the same response.
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ii) Subjective judgment of noisiness is influenced by the hearer's
knowledge of the proximity or remoteness of the source.

iii) A given noise is judged to be more noisy when heard indoors than
when heard outdoors."

The ICAO staff report also referred to sociological surveys done in the
United States (NORC), London (Heathrow) Airport 1961, and at Amsterdam's
Schipol Airport in ig64. The Amsterdam work resulted in a noise measure
structurally similar to the others discussed. However, the constants used
were different. For example, Instead of using a single multiplier for ni'ght
operations, or one for night and another,for evening, a factor which varied
in-aocordanbe-with the fbllowing table'was used:

Time of movement Multiplier Time of Movement Multiplier

12-6a.m. i0 7-8p,m. 3
6-7 a,m. 8 8-9 p,m. 4
7-8a.m. 4 9-I0p.m, 6
8a.m,-6p,m. I 10-11p,m. 8
6-7p,m; 2 11p,m.-12a.m, 10

Reportlng. on the-Schipol"data, the ICAO.staff stated: "On the basis of
the survey results, psychologists were of the opinion that a relative
annoyance score'of'4S%'was the limit, and that aircraft noise exposure levels
causing higher average relative annoyance scores were unacceptable. It should
be stressed,that alreadyat this limit value_ 27%;of the people involved are
often disturbed in their conversations; 66% are sometimes frightened; 12% ere
often and 21%C@re-sometimes_awakenedby.aircraftnoise, Thus for about<one_
third of the population involved, the tolerance limit was reached".

The French submitted a paper discussing their surveys and the noise in-
dex developed for land use planning purposes. The index is labeled "N", but
written in script. By means of a questionnaire, surveys were conducted in the
vicinities of Orly, Le Bourget, Marseilles and Lyons Airports in 1966, The
resultswere analyzedin terms of a noise index,the IsopsophicIndex,"N",
which combined the effects of noisiness levels and repetitions. It is based

J on the noise,level,measuredin PNdB, The French statedthat they were in
the_process of'convertingto EffeotivePerceivedNoise Levei (EPNL),the_
units being EPNdB_ EPNL takes into account:four characteristicsof noise:
level, broad band frequency distribution_ maximum tone-and duration, Separate
calculationswere made for day.and night. The generalexpressionfor the
Isopsophic:Indexwas equalto N - K logT/t;where:

N'= noise level in PNdB; for one movementof a given type of aircraft,
along a path

T = maximumdurationof noiseexposureduringthe day(16 hours)
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t : actualdurationof noiseexposure,and

K = a multiplieror coefficientwhich equals10 for the daytime value
of N.

On the basis that aircraft movements can follow each other at a maximum
rate of one per minute,the maximum numberof exposuresin a day (0600 to
2200 hours)is'960. The expressionT/t for daytimebecomesthereforeg60/A
where A is the actualnumber of movements. The formula is used for each
aircraft, whether landing or taking off. Because 10 log 960 is approximately

" 30, the indexfor daytimecan be writtenas:
Isopsephic Index = N - 30 + 10 log A.

At night (2200 to 0600 hours) the application of the basic formula is
different. On the basis that sleep disturbanceis more significantduring
the first half of the night, operations during the first half are rated more
heavily than operations during the second half. T and t are replaced by 3TI
+ T2 and 3tI + t2 respectively. The subscripts I and 2 refer to the first
and second halves of the eight hour night period. As the maximum rate is one
perminute,the valueof 3TI + T2 becomes{3x60x4)+ (BOx4)which equals960.
The movement number, A, becomes 3nI + n2, where nl and n2 are the number of
movements during'the first and second halves of the night.

The multiplieror coefficientK, in the expressionK log T/t,which was
10 for the daytime value of N, is treated differently at night. "A value of
10 is considered valid when the number of aircraft movements taking place
during the night does net exceed that producing an acceptable amount of dis-
turbanceof night rest. From studiescarriedout by the Centred'Etudede
PhysiologieAppliqueeof the StrasburgFacultyof Medicine,it was concluded
thata2 take-offsof Caravelletype aircraft,equallydistributedduring the
nightand producinga total indoornoise levelof 75 db, will not cause more
than an acceptable amount of disturbance."

"When the number exceeds 32, (the) coefficient ... (K) should be given a
value increasing in accordance with a logarithmic law with the number of oc-
currences, until a value of 17 is reached for the maximum number of occur-
rences."

This leads to differentvaluesof K in the nighttimeexpressionof the
Isopsophic Index which equals:

N - 17 log gBO + K log (gnl+ n2),or
N 51 + K log C3nl+ n2)
where_
K : 10 when (gnl+ n2) is 64 or less,and
K 6 log Ignl+ n2) - I when (3ni+ n2) is greaterthan64.

The UnitedStates'positionon the variousquestionsraisedwere summed
up in a position paper. The United States felt that the best available basic
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measure was EPN dB, as previously described. For approximating either PNL or
•one corrected PNL, the United States proposed the following corrections to
dB(A) and dB(N) Cthe N represented a different proposed frequency weighting):

Tone Corrected
PNdB PNdB

dB(A)dB(N) dB(A) dB(N)

TurbofanTakeoff 13 7 13 7
Landing13 7 15 9

TurbojetTakeoff 13 7 13 7
Landing13 7 13 7

Noisefromunknown13 7 13 7
aircraft

The United States took the position that the selection of absolute
criteria for "acceptable" community noise levels is an administrative
decision which can only be reached by authorities having the power to
enforce suchdecisionsaftercarefulevaluation.However,the UnitedStates
stated that "it appears that one could agree for planning purposes on an
upper bound for community noiseexposures, choosing:this limit so high that
for most practical cases and for most countries the allowable limit criteria
would be lower. A NEF of 40 _CNR of 115; NNI of gg_ Q of 85) is proposedas
such an upper limit for community planning with the understanding that
wherever possible,planningshould aim at exposuresof NEF'levelsof 25 or
less". The metric Q was developed in Germany.

Compariso_ among CNR, NNI and Q were presented by Galloway and VonGierke in 1966 . F-igure8.showsthe valuesof CNR, NNI and Q as functionsof
the number of aircraft operations where the average maximum noise level is
110 PNdB with a duration of 15 seconds. For this situation, the three values
coincide at about 50 aircraft a day, 5G NNI, 115 CNR and Q 85. The chart
_noicates that Q 85 lies in Zone 1, which is described as "No residential
building". However, the zone boundaries dePend on local conditions, and the
report states only that Q 82 has been chosen for some applications. We are
not informed where this value lies with respect to other applications.
Further, the report gives no indication of the.effect of using other maximum
noise levels or durations.

A.8 Metric Comparisons (Worldwide)_ 1970

In 1970,a reporton'NoiseExposureForecasts(NEP)37 containsa similar
chart; comparing CNR, NN! and Q with each other and other measures. The
calculation process was similar, except that a duration of 10 seconds was
used. The noise exposure measures NEF and Weighted Equivalent Continuous
Perceived Noise Level (WECPNL)use EffectivePerceivedNoise Level (EPNL)
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Instead of PerceivedNoise Level (PNL). WECPNLis an ICAO metric.In this
calculationit was assumedthat 110 EPNL = 110 PNL. The results of the
comparisonare shownin Figureg.

Another figure from the same report, Figure 10, compares the different
scales, and adds materialon the land use guidanceassociatedwith each.
Comparingthesewith Figure8 done in 1966,one findsthat,not surprisingly,
the relationships fluctuate. The approximate equivalences between CNR, NNI
and Q for 1966 and the two 1970 charts are:

1966 1970
FigureS_ Figure9 Figure10

CNRNNI Q NNI Q NNI Q

90 30 60 30 55 20 50
95 36 65 35 60 25 53
i00 40 70 40 65 32.5 60
105 46 75 45 70 40 67
110 50 80 50 75 48 74
116 56 85 56 80 95 80
120 60 90 60 85 62 87

The report:states:"One.shouldnote.that if one..were,to hold.the.number
of operationsconstant;and insteadvary the noiselevels(andflyoversignal
durations)in.accordwith the way flyover signalscharacteristicallychange
with distance-from an aircraft,the correlationsamong indiceswould be
somewhat,differentfrom those expressed..above....... {For example) as
distance_from,an aircraftis varied,the relationshipbetweenEPNL and PNL
valueschange.(Inthis case,the EPNL, whichexplicitlyincludesa duration
f_ctor;decreaseswith distance'at_alesser_ratethan:PNL)".

When one remembersthata particularvalue calculatedfor any of these
indices is dependent upon the number of operations,their individual
distancesfrom the groundpoint,and the aircraftmix, it is apparentthat
any given value may be calculatedfrom any of a very large number of
combinationsof initialconditions, Taking into accountthe facts that: a)
different constantsare used in calculatingthe effect of the number of
operations;b) differentnoisemeasures are used which vary with respectto
each other depending on frequenc_ content and distance.(duration);c)
differentwelghts.ar.e'placed.on-dayand nightoperations,it is apparentthat
ther_lationships,among the:various,indices,are_ to'saythe:least,not exact.
It is, nevertheless,interestingto examine Figure g, to compare the
descriptionsof land use restrictionsfor the various2onesfor eachof the
indices. The scalesmay shiftup or down, stretchor shrinkwith respectto
eachother, but all of the noisebandswhere compatibilityof residentialuse
appearsuncertainseemto be narrowerthan from110 to 115 CNR.
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A.9 NoiseExposureForecast,1970

-In August 1970, a new report37 provided an excellent history of
developmentsfrom1953 to 1970,and as alreadydescribed,comparedthe noise
indices used in the United Kingdom, France, Netherlands, Germany, and South
Africa wlth the ICAO index, CNR and NEF.

The August 1970 reportalso includednew estimatesof residential(and
other)"land use compatibilitywith noise levelsexpressed in NEF. The
assessments were based, according to the report, on:

1, Accumulated case history experiences of noise complaints near civil
and military airports;

2. Speechinterferencecriteria;
3. Subjective judgment tests of noise acceptablity and relative

"noisiness";
4. Need for freedom from noise intrusions; and
5. Typical noise insulationprovided by common types of building

construction.

"In determining the effects of noise upon residential land use, case
historyexperience_acceptabilitycriteriaand speechcommunicationcriteria
are mostimportant...The land use interpretationsgivenhereinhave evolved
from the community response and land use interpretations of Composite Noise
Rating (CNR) .,. The interpretations are basically similar to thosa developed
in the initialNEF studies... However,the land use interpretationsgiven
herein reflect additional information about land use categories, aircraft
noiseimpactuponspeechcommunication,and buildingnoiseinsulation."

The detail in the compatibility charts and tables is best illustrated by
repeating them. See Figure 11 and Tables I and 2. The accompanying
discussion emphasizes that local considerations may affect the choices, and
that the incompatibility ranges overlap to provide for such considerations.
Local considerationsmay include previous experience,local construction
practice,and groundnoiseenvironment,for example.

A,IO Information Developed by the Department of Housin_ and Urban
Oeyelopmant (HUDI, 1970

A report41 preparedby HUD for an ICAOmeetingin Novemberand December
1969 and published in May 1970 incorporates a table with the same title and
land u_ classifications as in the table just discussed in the August 1970
report_1.The noisecodesare assignedto each activity,rangingfrom i to 5,
with 1 the most sensitive,just as in the Augustreport. Most of the noise
codes are the same as the noise sensitivity cedes in the August report.

There is no discussionof the considerationsthatwent intoeithertable
In the HUD report,the table is describedas "a tentativeclassificationof
land uses by noise sensitivity_which)has beendevelopedto assistplanning
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TABLE l

NOISE COMPATIBILITY INTERPRETATIONS POR USE WITH FIGURE II

General Land Use Recommendations*

A, Satisfactory, with no special noise insulation requirements for new
construction.

B. New constructionor developmentshouldgenerallybe avoidedexcept as
possible infil] of already developed areas. In such cases, a detailed

'- analysis of noise reductionrequirementsshould be made, and needed
noise insulation features should be included in the building design.

C. New construction or development should not be undertaken.

D. New construction or development should not be undertaken unless a
detailed analysisof noise reductionrequirementsis made and needed
noise insulation features included in the design.

E. New constriction or development should not be undertaken unless directly
related to airport-relatedactivities or services. Conventional
construction will generally be inadequate and special noise insulation
features must be included. A detailed analysis of noise reduction
requirements should be made and needed noise insulation features
includedin the constructionor development.

F. A detailed analysis of the noise environment, considering noise from all
urban and transportation sources should be made and needed nols_
insulation features and/or special requirements for the sound
reinforcementsystemshouldbe includedin the basicdesign.

G. New developmentshouldgenerallybe avoidedexceptas possibleexpansion
of alreadydevelopedareas.

* Land use recommendations are based upon experience and judgmental
factors without regard to specific variations in construction (such as
air conditioning and building insulation)or in other physical
conditions(suchas the terrainand the atmosphere).Thesefeaturesand
others involving social, economic, and political conditions must be
considered in recommending individual use and density construction
combinations in specific locations.
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TABLE 1 (Con"t)

Community Response Predictions**

I. Some noise complaintsmay occur,and noisemay, occasionally,interfere
with some activities.

If. In developed•areas, individualsmay complain,perhapsvigorously,and
group action"is possible.

Ill.In"developed_areas,repeated'vigorous"complaintsand concertedgroup
action,might"be expected.

**_ Communityresponsepredictionsare generalizationsbasedupon experience
resultingfrom.the evolutionarydevelopmentof various,national and
internationalnoise exposureunits,in particular,the CompositeNoise
Rating(CNR).For specificlocations,considerationsmust also be given
to the backgroundnoise levelsand the social,economic,and,political i
conditionsthatexist. I

!
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TABLE 2

LAND USE - AIRCRAFT NOISE COMPATIBILITY CLASSIFICATION

Noise

SLUCM Sensltivity
Code2 Category Code

i RESIDENTIAL

11x3 Singlefamily I
1Ix 2-4family I
fix Multi-familyapartments 2
12 Groupquarters 2
13 Residentialhotels 2
14 Mobilehomeparksor courts 1
15 Transientlodging 3
19 Otherresidential,NEC4 2

2 INDUSTRIAL/MANUFACTURING

Foodand kindredproducts 4
21

i 22 Textilemillproducts 523 Apparel 4

I 24 Lumberand woodproducts 526 Furnitureandfixtures 4
_ _ 26 Paperand alliedproducts B

I 27 Printing,publishing 528 Chemicalsand alliedproducts 5

I 29 Petroleumrefiningand relatedindustries 5

3 INDUSTRIAL/NANUFACTURING

' 31 Rubberand misc.plasticgoods 5
32 Stone,clayandglass B

33 Primarymetals B

34 Fabricatedmetals 5
35 Professional,scientificand

controllinginstruments 3
39 MiscellaneousmanufacturingNEC4 4

4 TRANSPORTATION_CONMUNICATIONS&
UTILITIES

41 Railroad,rapidrolltransit 5
42 Notorvehicletransport 5
43 Aircrafttransport B
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TABLE2 (Cen't)

Noise
SLUCM Sensitivity
Code2 Category Code± .

TRANSPORTATION;COMMUNICATIONS&
UTILITIES

44 Marlnecrafttransport 5
45- Highwayand street'ROW 5
46; Auto.parking 5
47 Communication 3
48 Utilities 5
49 Othertrans,communications&

utilitiesNECq 5

oS COMMERCIAL/RETAILTRADE

51 Wholesa]etrade• B
52 Buildingmaterialsretail 5
53: Beneralmerchandise,retail 3
54 Food retail 3
5E_ Automotlve_retail 4
56 Appareland accessoriesretail 3
57 Eating?anddrinking;places 3
59 OtherretailNEC_ 3

o PERSONALAND BUSINESSSERVICE

61 Finance,insuranceand realestate 3
62 Personalservices 3
63 Businessservice 3
64 Autorepairservice 5
65 ProfessionalservicesS 3
66 Contractconstructionservices 5
o Indoorrecreationservices. 3
69 Othemservices_.NEC4 3

PUBLIC'ANDqUASI'CPUBLIC SERVICES

67 Bovernment,services 2*
68 Educationservices I
711 Culturalactivities I
651 Medicaland otherhealthservices I
624 Cemeteries 4
69x Nonprofitorganization,incl.churches 2

o Otherpuplic4andquasi- public BservicesNEC
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TABLE2 (ton't)

Noise
SLUCM Sensitivity
Code2 CateEory Code_

o OUTDOORRECREATION

761x Playgroundsand neighborhoodparks3
762x Communityand regionalparks 3
712 Natureexhibits 3
722 Sportsassembly 3
741x Golf courses,ridingstables 4

i 743,744 Waterbasedrecreationareas 4
75 Resortsand groupcamps 3
721 Entertainmentassembly E**
o Other outdoorrecreationNEC4 3

o AGRICULTURE_MININGAND OPEN LAND

81,NEC Farms,exceptlivestock S
815,817 Livestockfarms 4
82 Agriculturerelatedactivities 5
83 Forestryactivities S

84 Fisheryactivities S

85 Miningactivities 5
91 Undevelopedland 5

t 93 Waterareas 5

FOOTNOTES:

i 11 Noise Code I containsthe most noisesensitivelanduses; NoiseCode 5the leastsensitive.

1 2/ StandardLandUse ClassificationHanual,

i 3/ "x" after SLUCM numbers means it representsa category broader or

I narrowerthan,but generallyinclusiveof, the categorydescribed.
)
I _/ NEC - Net elsewhereclassified.

5/ "o" denotesno closelycomparablegroupingor.categoryin SLUCMcode.

( _I Ordinarilymedical serviceswould be subsumedunder this heading,but

I noise sensitivityconsiderationsled to a separatelisting.
i

) •
I
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TABLE 2 (Cnn't)

* A noise sensitivity code rating of 2 is appropriate for many government
services.However,this land use encompassesactivitieshavingvarying
noise sensitivities,hence noiseratingsfor some specificservicesmay
range from 1 to 4.

** The noisesensitivitycode ratingis 1 for outdoortheatersand outdoor
musicamphitheatersor pavilions.
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agencies ...... Although specific ranges of acceptable noise levels have not
yet been assigned to the sensitivity ratings, the tables may prove useful as

• a guideandasaninitialeffort".

A.11 EnvironmentalNoise and ItsEvaluation,1970

In 1970, Kryter's book, "The Effects of Noise on Man"38, appeared. In
Chapter 9, Kryter reviews much of the work that has been covered thus far,
and presents some additional data.

In the discussion of noise from subsonic aircraft, Kryter states: "A
rather consistent and relatable pattern of findings emerges from the
laboratory,fieldand communitystudiesof humanresponseto aircraftnoise".
Kryter reports that laboratory studies have been primarily paired comparison

,Istudies. He describes these as tests of the subjective relative noisiness
or unacceptability of noise from aircraft". The data cited, however, all
relate to judgments of relative noisiness as compared to the values of
various "objective" units (i.e. units measured or calculated from recorded
sounds). No judgments of "unacceptablity" are mentioned.

The surmnaries of several field studies of "acceptability, intrusiveness
and noisiness"are shown in Figure12. The noise levelsare peak or maximum
perceivednoise level,PNL, measuredoutside. Results are shown for four
field studies, The results from the latter two are not reported on a scale.
However, at Edwards AFB, the point at which 50% of the people rated jet noise
as less than "just acceptable" was reported. Outside, 50% rated jet noise at
110 PNdB as less than "just acceptable". Inside the level with the same
judgementwas 115 PNdB outside. At Wallops,jet noiserated midwaybetween
"very acceptable" and "very unacceptable" was reported. Outside, noise at
102 PNdB was rated between "very acceptable" and "very unacceptable".
Inside, noise with an outside level of about 104 PNdB received this rating.

tn the other cases, previously discussed, a scale of outside values was
used, In Los Angeles, 82 PNdB was "of no concern", 90 PNdB was "acceptable",
9g PNdB wa= "barely acceptable", and 108 PNdB was "unacceptable". At
Farnborough, intrusiveness and noisiness judgments were made. On the
intrusiveness scale, 92 PNdB was "noticeable", 108 PNdB were "intrusive",
118 PNdB was "annoying" and 128 PNdB was "very annoying". On the noisiness
scale, 81 PNdB was "quiet", 99 PNdB was "moderate", 114 PNdB was "noisy" and
128 PNdB was "very noisy". These values are the "average" values, that is
the valuesof a curve fittedto the observations,Which are, in turn, the
average judgments of a number of observers to a particular event. There is
scatter both in the judgments of the observers, and in the average judgments
around the fitted curve. It was observed in all cases that the difference
between indoor and outdoor judgments was considerably less than the 20 PNdB
one would expect from normal attenuation.

If one accepts the proposition that all communities will respond in the
same way to the same noise levels, the data seem to indicate the following
equivalencies:
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Quiet OfNoConcern
Acceptable Noticeable
BarelyAcceptable Moderate
Unacceptable(Outside) Intrusive
Unacceptable{Inside) Noisy
VeryAnnoying VeryNoisy

This differs considerably from relationships implied by Bishop14 in the
December 1965 BBN report, reported on earlier.

Kryter discusses the idea that annoyance from aircraft sounds should be
evaluated in terms of speech masking effectiveness, He states that it has

1 not been adoptedor implementedbecause(I) somecomplaintsdo not appearto
be concerned with masking, {2) some noises {for example, high frequency,
narrow band or impulsive noises) are perceived as annoying, although they do
not effectively mask speech, and 13) no simple way of calculating, or
inferring, masking characteristics of sound from aircraft has been proposed.
He concludes, on the basis of various experiments, that levels of 85 peak
PNdB are barely acceptable.

In a discussion of community reaction to aircraft noise, Kryter first
draws from a Beranek, Kryter and Miller report which examined data collected
at a center in New York City established for receiving complaints about
aircraft noise, The greatest single complaint was concerned with
interference with talking and listening, the second {in number but not
intensity of feeling} was concerned with the disturbance of sleep and rest,
and the third was with fear of crashes. Further, examination of the data
showed how complaint activity varied with other factors than aircraft
activity. Complaintswere lowestfrom OctoberthroughApril, and peakedin
July. Thiswas presumablyrelatedto open and closedwindows, The ratioof
complaints between open and closed windows was calculated to be the
equivalent of 8 PNdB. A comparison between aircraft activity and complaint
activity showed that the ratio 6etween complaints and activity was highest
between 10 p.m. and 12 a,m. at night. The difference between this ratio and
the daytime ratio was calculated to be 10 dB, On the other hand, the
complaint activity ratio was lowest from 2 a.m. until 7 a,m. Percentages of
the day's aircraft and complaint activity, per hour, and the ratios were
approximately as follows:

Period Hour AircraftComplaints Ratio

i 12-2a.m, 3% 6,6% 2.17
2 2-7 a.m. 0.5% 0,5% 1.00
3 7 a.m,-6 p,m. 6.5% 2,5% 0.38
4 6- 10p,m. 2.5% 5% 2,OO
5 i0 p.m. - 12 a.m. 5% 17.5% 3.50

From thesedataone can make the followingcalculation,If we assumeas
a base the daytime ratio of complaintsto aircraft activity, then the
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apparentnoisinessas measuredby complaintsof operationsat othertimesis:

Period Ratioto Daytime dB Higherthan Daytime
i 5.71 3.7
2 2.63 1.8
4 5.26 3.4
5 9.21 8.3

These data providesame justificationfor the practicein Californiaof
weightingthe evening hours higherthan daytime,but do not-support the
practiceof givingthelsameTweightto the,hoursfrom'tOp_m. to 7 a.m.

Kryterfollows with a discussionof surveys. The first-is the 1961
London CHeathrow)Airportsurvey. Krytersummarizestheseconclusions:

I. Aircraftnoise is not significantlyannoyingbelow80 PNdB.
2. Annoyance increases with number of operations.

Kryter prefers, and recommends that 10 log N to 15 leg N be used in NNI.

From work dbne by Hazard in 1968. Kryter summarizesthe in]lowing
predictorsof annoyance:

i I. Awareof aircraftbetweenmidnightand 6 a.m.
2. Live;fin high aircraft exposure areas
3_Havehighnoisesusceptibility
4. Perceive,a stead_increase,inthe,amountof air traffic
5. Argue_that.theywouldbe unableto adaptto increasednoiseexposure
6. Have,knowJedge-ofhm_.tocomp,la_neffectively

Kryter goes on to explainthat the TRACOR work done,in 1969 was,the
' _ productof furtheranalysisof the samedata as Hazard. Given in order of

, importance,the predictorvariablesof annoyanceidentifiedby TRACORare:

• I. Fearof aircraftcrashingin theneighborhood
:, 2, Distancefromtheairport

_ 3, Susceptibilityto noise
4. Noiseadaptability
5. Aircraftnoiseexposure(CNR_
6. City.of residence,
7. Belie_in mlsfeasance-byaircraft'orairport•operators.
8. Extent to which airport is considered to be important to the Inca]

economy.

It is interestingthat TRACOR identifiesa number of predictorsof
annoyance as being more important than noise as measured by CNR.

In a discussionof CNR.Kryter identifiestwo basic ideas in CNR:i) the
basic responseis a functionof the sum.on an energybasis {10 log)of the
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perceived noise, and 2) there is a greater sensitivity during night than day
which is equivalent to a 10 dB difference In noise level.

Regarding background noise, and its effect on tolerance of aviation
noise,Krytersays"In the originalforms of CNR, thisfactorwas recognized
by adding 'corrections' to the CNR value depending upon the level of
background noise and peak factor of the intruding noise; in the present use
of CNR no such corrections are used, but rather somewhat higher tolerable
limitsare allowedfor areas havingmore backgroundnoise;for example,the
tolerable limits for rural vs. city residential areas are set, for this
reason, at somewhat different values of CNR".

"However, this concept of a generally favorable effect of background
noise leads to the seemingly absurd conclusion that increasing the number of
occurrences that are greater than 90% or so of the peak would result in
increased satisfaction with the noise environment...It Is sometimes
implied.., that it is not the absolute but the relative level of noise that
bothers people.....A more likely interpretation .,. is that the absolute
level of annoyance is rather high to begin with in the high background noise
level, and the aircraft noise cannot add much to the general level of
annoyance."

The discussion of CNR concludes with two Figures (reproduced here as
Figures 13 and 14) which "summarize the general relation between CNR, and
related measures of noise, for a noise environment, and various human
reactions to that sound environment". Nete that the latter indicates
equivalence between CNR and NEF as NEF = CNR - 76. On this basis, NEF 24 is
equivalent to CNR 100. Later in Kryter's Chapter 9, a table is found (Table
3), which indicates that NEF = CNR - 66.

Kryteralso argues,on the basis of CNR Zones I (CNR100), II (CNR100-
115), and III (CNR 115) shown in Table 3, that noise analyses "would appear
to greatly underestimate typical behavior of people exposed to noise".
Continuing, "We would submit that the weight of the snciological,
psychological and political evidence is that in typical residential
communities an appreciable percentage (approximately I0%,..) of the people
will complain, or feel like complaining, vigorously when the CNR reaches 90
and that legal or other group actions against the noise will start with CNRs
of go and be nearly universal with CNRs above 100, unless suppressed because
of strongeconomicor politicalforces,or sparsenessof peopleexposed".

A.12 Community Noise Expesure Level (CNEL), 1970

In 1970, California adopted noise regulations for California airports,
These regulations specified that noise would be specified in terms of CNEL.
CNEL is based upon tilepeak noise measured in dB(A), correctedfor the
duration of the sound, on an energy basis. Tile result, SENEL, is a number
expressed in dB that gives the energy during the time tilelevel is within 10
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dB of its peak, if that energy occurred in one second, The correction for
the number of events is 10 log N, where operations between 0700 and 1900
hours have a weight of 1, between 1900.and 2200 hours a weight of 3, and,
between 2200 and 0700 hours, a weight of 10,

A.13 Community Noise Surveys, 1971

With the establishment of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency IEPA)
in 1970, reports on noise from that organization started being published, In
December 1971, "Community Noise"47, prepared by Wyle Laboratories, addressed
the subject of outdoor noise. Measurements of background noise in dB(A) were
made at eighteen different locations ranging from the North Rim of the Grand
Canyon to the downtown area of a large city.

Sample records collected illustrate these observations:

_. Level variations were large, on the order of 33 dB over fairly
short periods of time.

2. There was a fairly steady lower value, called the residual noise
level.

i 3. Distinct sounds above the residual level, such as aircraft,automobiles, etc. are intrusive sounds and these sounds vary
significantly in beth duration and number,

4. The residual noise level may vary during the day. In one case, it
was 40 dB(A) at midnight, about 30 dB{A) between 4 a,m. and 6
a.m., and rose to about 42 dBIA) at 10 a.m,

To simplify their discussion, statistical descriptors were used, i.e,
the level exceeded a stated'percent of the time. LI means the level exceeded
I% of the time. The level exceeded 90% of the time CLgo) was selected as the
approximate residual noise level, Figure 15 shows the results from one 24
hour record. The maximum noise levels are often greater than LI, showing
that they appeared for less than I% of the time. The hourly value of Leg Is
also shown. Leq is the energy averaged noise level over a specified period of
time.

The residual level, in general, was between Lgg and LgO. LgO was used
I to estimate the residual level. It varied from close to 80 dB_A) outside a

third floor apartment next to a freeway in the daytime to about 15 dB(A) on
the North Rim of the Grand Canyon in the daytime, In urban areas, the
daytime residual levels in detached housing areas were found to be:

Quiet suburban residential 36 - 40 dg(A)
Normal suburbanresidential 41 - 40 dB(A)
Urban Residential 45 - 51 dB(A)
NoisyUrbanResidential 51 - 55 dB(A)
Very Noisy Urban Residential 56 - 00 dB(A)
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Wyle collmntmd the data from B5 case histories, and calculated for each
the "normalized" CNEL. "Normalization" refers to corrections along the lines
proposed by Rosenblith and Stevens. The factors used are shown in Table 4.
The breakdown of the B5 cases by noise source and type of reaction is shown
in Table 5, Twelve of the 55 involved aircraft_ The 55 cases include the 11
cases cited by Rosenblith and Stevens in 1953.,_ Details of the translation
from other metrics to dDCA) and SENEL are not given, although generalized
expressions are included. The results are shown in Figure 16,

The data were used to test the normalizing factors and the duration and
time period corrections of CNEL on the degree of correlation between the

.community reaction and normalized CNEL. The results show that the duration
was the most important factor in reducing the standard deviation in the
correlation between the community reaction and the normalized CNEL. With all
of' the corrections, the standard deviation was 3.3 dB(A), With all
corrections except duration, the standard deviation was 8,1 dBCA). With
only duration and time of day, the standard deviation was 7.5 dBCA),
indicating that the "normalizing" corrections are indeed important, Of these
corrections, the most important in reducing the standard deviation is the
correction for residual noise level. With all corrections, except residual
noise, the standard deviation.is still 6.4 dBCA).

The Nyle investigation, therefore, makes a case for including
consideration of the residual or background noise in estimating the effects
of noise. However, it should be remembered that a minority of the cases are
aviation related, and that the effects of including consideration of residual
noise in the aviation cases only is unknown. Further, the effects on the
standard deviation of problems of translation from other metrics into CNEL
are not identified,

Using the previously published data from the London (Heathrow) Airport
survey as interpreted by Galloway, Wyle relates the normalized CNEL to "very
much annoyed" and concludes that a small but significant percentage of the
population is still very much annoyed at 55 CNEL, where no community reaction
is expected_ "Thus, the true impact of the polluting effects of intrusive
noises as measured by annoyance goes deeper than indicated by the 'no
reaction' point."

In discussing personal factors affecting aircraft annoyance, the report

on the London CHeathrow) Airport study suggests that about 32% _f the peopleare not "seriously annoyed" no matter what the noise level is O, "These
individuals form a hard core of imperturbables who are present in about the
same proportions in all noise strata." However, "even in the quietest
locations there are about 10 percent of people who are seriously disturbed by
aircraft", In general, the more things people disliked about their area, the
higher their scores on the aircraft annoyance scale. In view of these
findings, it is perhaps not surprising that people who are very much annoyed
are found at 55 CNEL.
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TABLE4

CORRECTIONS TO BE ADDED TO THE MEASURED COMMUNITY NOISE EQUIVALENT LEVEL CCNEL)
TO OBTAIN NORMALIZED CNEL

Amount of CorrectiOnto be
Typeof AddedtoMeasured
Correction Description CNELindB

Seasonal Summer(oryear-roundoperation O
Correction Winteronly (or windowsalwaysclosed) -5

Correction Quietsuburbanor ruralcommunity(remote +10
for Out- from large cities and from industrial
door activityand trucking)

Residual Normal suburbancommunity(not locatednear +5
Noise industrialactivity)
Level Urban residentialcommunity(mot immediatley 0

adjacent to heavily traveled roads and indus-
trial ares)

Noisy urbanresidentialcommunity(near -S
relatively busy roads or industrial areas)

Verymoisy urban residentialcommunity -10

Correction No.priorexperiencewlththe intrudingnoiee +E
for Prevlous_
Exposure& Communityhas had some previousexposureto 0
Community intruding noise but little effort is being

I Attitudes made to controlthe noise.Thiscorrectionmay also be applied in a situation where
the community has not been exposed to the
noise previously, but the people are aware
that bona fide efforts are being made to
control the noise.

Co_unity has had considerableprevious_ex- -5
posure to the intruding noise and the noise
maker'srelationswith thecommunityare
good. "

Communityawarethatoperationcausingnoise -i0
is very necessary and it will mot continue
indefinitely. This correction can be applied
for an operationof limiteddurationand un-
der emergencycircumstances.

PureTone No pure toneor impulsivecharacter 0
or Impulse Pure tone or impulsivecharacterpresent 5
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TABLEB

NUMBEROF COMMUNITYNOISEREACTIONCASESAS A FUNCTION
OF NOISESOURCETYPEAND REACTIONCATEGORY

CommunityReactionCategories

Vigorousor Wide No Reaction
Threatsof Spread or SporadicTotal

Typeof Source LegalActionComplaintsComplaints Cases

Transportationvehicles,including:

Aircraftoperations 6 2 4 12
Localtraffic 3 3
Freeway I I
Rail i 1
Autoracetrack 2 2

TotalTransportation 9 3 7 19

Othersingle-eventor inter- 5
mittentoperations,including
circuitbreakertesting,tar-
get shooting,rockettesting
and bodyshop

Steadystateneighborhood 1 4 2 7
sources,includingtrans-
formersubstations,resi-
dential air conditioning

Steadystateindustrial 7 7 10 24
operations,including
blowers,generalmanu-
facturing, chemical, oil
refineries,et cetera

TotalCases 22 14 19 55
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Wyle concludes that the "normalized" CNEL, Including corrections for
residual noise, "appears to give reasonable predictions of community
complaints to noise Intruaion ...... ". A summary is given in Table 6.

A.14 Department of Housinq and Urban Development's Noise Assessment
Guidelines, 1971

In August 1971, HUD published their Noise Assessment Guidellnes4G. The
Guidelines give a procedure for providing approximate NEF contours when none
are available. In the procedure nighttime operations are multiplied by 17
and added to the daytime operations to determine the effective number of
operations. The length of the contour beyond the end of the runway, and the
width beside the runway are then determined from a table.

With contours furnished by the FAA, or developed as above, sites were
classified as follows:

Beyond NEF 30 more than the distance between NEP 30 and NEP 40 - Clearly
Acceptable - "the noise exposure is such that both the indoor and outdoor
environments are pleasant",

Beyond NEF 30 to a distance equal to the distance between NEP 30 and NEF
40 - Normally Acceptable - "the noise exposure is great enough to be of some
concern but common building constructions will make the indoor environment

• acceptable, even for sleeping quarters, and the outdoor environment will be
reasonably pleasant for recreation and play".

Between NEF 30 and NEP 40 - Normally Unacceptable - "the noise exposure
is significantly more severe so that unusual and costly building
constructions are necessary to ensure some tranquility indoors, and barriers
must be erected between the site and prominent noise sources to make the
outdoor environmenttolerable.

Within NEF 40 - Clearly Unacceptable - "the noise exposure at the site
is so severe that the construction costs to make the indoor environment
acceptable would be prohibitive and the outdoor environment would still be
intolerable".

A.15 Environmental Protection AqencXTask Group III Report, 197!

In the spring of 1973, in its effort to comply with the Noise Control
Act of 1972, the Environmental Protection Agency convened a series of task
groups to consider questions mandated 'by the Congress. One of the
Congressional mandates was to "conduct a study of ..... i_pllcationa of
identifying and achieving levels of cumulative noise exposure around
airports". The stated function of Task Group Ill was to "consider the
characterization of the impact of airport community noise and to develop a
community noise exposure measure". Task Group Ill was asked to: determine

i
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TABLE6

SUMMARYOF EXPECTEDCOMMUNITYREACTIONANDAPPROXIMATEANNOYANCE
ASA FUNCTIONOF NORMALIZEDCOMMUNITYNOISEEQUIVALENTLEVEL

Approximate Difference Between
NormalizedCNELand Average
Daytime Residual Noise Level

Expected (LBo)indB
Conmunity
Reaction Mean Rangeof Data ApproximateApproximate_'

Percent Percent
VeryMuch Littleor Not
Annoyed Annoyed

Noreaction 7 2to13 20 45

Sporadiccomplaints 11 8 to 13 26 37

Widespreadcomplaints 17 12 to 24 37 26

Threatsof legalaction 26 23 to 29 60 14

Vigorousaction 33 28 to 39 87 7
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the merits and shortcomings of methods to characterize the impact oF noise of
present or proposedairport/aircraftoperationson the public health and
welfare;determinewhichof suchmethodsis most suitablefor adoptionby the
Federal Government; and determine the implications of issuing Federal
regulations establishing a standard method for characterizing the noise, and
of specifying maximum permissible levels for public health and welfare.

The report51 recommended:

i. Adoptionof the day night averagesound level (Ldn)as the measure
for environmental noise,

2, This measure should be used for aircraft noise studies and aircraft
noise standards.

3, The prediction procedures should be standardized.
4. Predictions for land use planning purposes of noise from aircraft

operations should not consider noise from other sources.
5, An outdoor yearly limit of 80 Ldn should be adopted as the maximum

permissiblelimi,tto projectagainst hearing loss and completely
unacceptable amounts of annoyance and speech interference.

6. The long-rangegoal for environmentalnoise qualityin residential
areas should be 60 Ldn.

7. The time schedule for achieving the long range goal should be based
on economic and technological feasibility studies.

As pointed out in a letter of comment on the draft from the Department
of Commerce, "Although Congress directed that a study of the implications of
a cumulative noise exposure be undertaken, Task Group Ill has, in fact,
designed a cumulative noise exposure method and recommended specific
acceptable levels".

A.15.I Day Night Average Sound Level (Ldn), 1973

As developed in the report, Ldn has the following characteristics:

I I. The measureof sound levelto be usedis the A frequencyweighted

sound pressure level.
2. The average sound level will be the constant sound level which

would convey the same sound energy as does the actual time-varying
sound.

: 3, A nighttimepenaltyof'lO'dB(A) will be used for the period2200
- to0700hours.

4, No seasonalcorrectionsare incorporated.
S, No Indoor-outdoor factors are included.
6, No psychological/sociologicalfactorsare included.
7. The noise fromone event,the soundexposurelevel,is the levelof

the time integral of A-weightedsquared sound pressure for a
specifiedtime intervalor event,with referenceto a durationof
one second,
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Psychological/sociological factors had been included in previous
measure, such as CNR. They were not included in Ldn for two reasons:

i. To permit verification of predicted values with measured values and
2. Because the basic purpose is not to project response/complaint

behavior,but to establishaveragenoise16velgoals.

The report estimates that the accuracy of predicted average sound levels
is within S dB(A); the accuracy of measured levels is within l dB{A). The
report also provides these estimates of relationships:

Ldn = CNEL
Ldn : NEF + 35 (+I-3)_
Ldn = CNR- 35 (+/-3)

(Theserelationshipswould giveNEF = CNR - 70 +/-, or NEF 30 = CNR 100
+/- and NEF40 = CNR 110 +/-)

o

The report provides these estimatesof the sound level reductionin
houses:

Windows Windows
Open Closed
dB(A) dBIA)

WarmClimate 12 24

ColdClimate 17 27

ApproximateNational 15 25
Average_

In discussing-the basis for the maximum permissibleaverage noise
levels, the report startswith the statementthat "the final choice of
maximum permissiblelevels is not a technlcal/scientificone ... Such a
decision involvesvalue judgmentsin the political,social, ethical, and
economicdomain ... and must be resolvedin the administrativeor ultimately
in the political-legal-legislativedomain".

The approachis to examinethe relationship:betweencumulativeexposure
and nois_induced_hearing.lesses;betweenaveragesoundlevelsand percentof
individualsannoyed;and_betweenaveragesound levels'andpercentageof the
time speech communicationwill be interrupted. The latter two are not
identifiedwith direct diseaee_producing-effects,but are assertedto be
withinthe domainof publichealthandwelfareaccordingto the intentof the
Noise Control Act. From the results of these analyses, two maximum
permissibleaverage sound levels are recommended. "Setting limits for
averageenvironmentalnoise,as proposedin this report,would not eliminate
the need to protectpeoplefrom occasionalindividualvery noisyevents and
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to restrict, by source emission standards, the contributions of individual
noise sourcesto the publicnoiseenvironment..... Oncemaximumpermissible
average sound levels are accepted, the Federal or local authorities must
still decide how the total permissible noise dose should be allocated between
the major individual noise contributions; i.e., for example, what percentage
of the total dose shouldbe used for aircraftnoise and what percentagefor
traffic noise."

A.15.2 Hearin_ Loss

The threshold of hearing damage is defined in this report as the
environmentalnoise levelexpectedto cause a permanentthresholdshift of 5
dB(A) at 4000 Hz in the most sensitive 10 percent of the population. The
report statesthat:a) individualchangesin hearingless than 5 dB(A) are
not generally considered noticeable or significant; b) a person is considered
to suffer a hearing handicap when his average puretone threshold at
frequencies of 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz exceeds by 20 dB(A) or more the
international standard zero; and c) the greatest change in hearing threshold
generally occurs at 4000 Hz. This shift would be expected after 40 years of
exposure, eight hours a day, to broadband noise at a level of approximately
75 dB(A). Because intermittent noise, like aircraft flyover, provides am
opportunity for the ear to recover between noisy events, the threshold is
increased to an average level of BO dB(A).

To recapitulate,after 40 years, 8 hours a day, of being subjectto
intermittentnoise at an averagelevel of 80 dB(A),the most sensitive10
percent of the population may have a change in the hearing threshold at 4000
Hz o_ S dB(A).The loss at 500, i000 and 2000 Hz will be less, and not
significant,averagingI dB(A).Ninetypercentof the populationwouldhave a
smaller loss, or as the report says, "no measureable loss".

The above is a directeffect. Becausei{ is concernedwith a daily 8
hour period, the remaining 16 hours must be at some lower noise level. The
report says that, in order to allow time for recovery, this level should net
exceed 6B dB(A). If the outside level is 80 dB(A), then, on the average the
inside level with windows open would be 60 dB{A). Therefore, an individual
among the most sensitive 10%who spends 8 hours a day outside, subject to an
intermittent noise with an average level of 80 dB(A), and then spends the
other 16 hours inside might, after 40 years, be expected to have a
measureable loss of hearing at 4000 Hz only.

The hearing loss estimates are based on average noise. Ldn would be
higher (86) because of the nighttime weighting, if the level were a constant
80 dB(A) day and night. The actual value of Ldn would depend on the actual
difference between day and night levels. There is some evidence that the
difference between day and night levels tends to be larger as the daytime
levels become lower. The scatter is wide, but at Ldn values above 65, the
maximumdifference between day and night shown is 8 dB(A). Below 65, there
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is a maximumdifferenceof ig dB(A) at an Ldn valueof 55.Whethertheseare
locations where aircraft noise is a major component is not known. To be
conservative,the authorls)selectedan Ldn of 80 as the recommendedmaxlmum
permissible level to protect the public health and welfare with respect to
hearingloss, This is the equivalentof anaveragelevelof 74 Leq for each
8 hour period which based on the data, would certainlyprovide adequate
protection.

To illustrate, assuming for simplicity that the night is 8 hours long,
the followingcombinationsof day and nightlevelswouldgivean Ldn of 80:

Day Wight
Leq Leq

80 70
7g 71
78 72
77 73
76 73
75 74
74 74

In otherwords, if the Ldn is 80, and the differencebetween day and
night is 8, thenthe_daytimelevel is 79-Laq, If the differenceis 4 {the
"expectedlevel"in the report),the daytimelevel is73 Leq.

A.15.3 SpeechCommunication

The-acceptablethresholdfor speechcommunicationin a noise,environment
is.defined in this report as the level of background noise where it is not
necessary to increase the the voice level above a normal, comfortable effort
in order to communicate effectively,

Speech intelligibility of 95% permits reliable communication because of
the redundancy in normal conversation. The following table from the report
shows the distancesin meters outdoors for 95% intelligibilityat normal
voice levels with various A-wei.ghted noise levels:

Noise level 72' 66 60 56 $4 52 dg{A)
Distance, O.S_ 1 2 3 4 5 meters

Indoors_.thedistancesare differentbecauseof sound reflectionsfrom
the wallsand other surfaces. A criterionof long-standingfor livingrooms
and similar spaces is 38 to 47 dB of A-weighted background noise. A level of
45 dB(A)"willallowrelaxed,face-to-faceconverstalonwith essentiallyI00%
sentence intelligibilityfor all locationsof talker and listener in a
typical room". With an open window, this is the level with 60 dB[A) outdoors
in the averagecase. If the windowsare closed,the backgroundnoise would
be lower.
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The above dlsucussionis based on the assumptionthat the background
noise is more or less constant, If, as is the case with aviation noise,
there is considerablefluctuation,then for the sane average noise, the
background will be lower. Consequently, the overall intelligibility will
dependupon the fractionof the timethat the noise exceedsthe background,
and the amountby which the backgroundis exceeded. Clearly,dependingon
the"situation,a higher averagenoise levelmay be allowablefor a given
level of intelligibility if the noise is fluctuating. In a particular case
near a major airport,calculationsreportedin the EPA documentdemonstrate
that an average aircraftnoise level of 65 dBIA) providedthe same 95%
sentenceintelleigibilityas 60 dBCA)of moreor lesssteadynoise,

Inside,when speechinterferenceis evaluatedas a percentageof time,
the Fluctuationsmust become extreme before there is significantspeech
interferenceat Leq 45. When the intrudingnoise exceeds70 dB(A) inside,
which means that with the windows open the outside level must exceed 85
dB(A),speechis interrupted. Interruption,even thoughbrief,may be very
annoying,so the annoyancefactormay be more importantthat the percentof
speechinterference.The effectof a aircraftnoiseoutsidewith an average
level of 65 dBIA) should cause no problem inside unless the peaks are very
large. Figure 17 shows the relationshipbetween Ldn and the maximum
percentagesentenceinterference,usingsteadystate continuousnoise as the
sound source.

The conclusionof the report is thatthe use of averagesound level is
conservativewhen appliedto non-steadynoises,unlessthe maximumvaluesare
sufficientlyhigh as to interruptcomnunicatlonentirely,in which case the

, effect should be measured in terms of annoyance. A goal of Ldn 60 is
recommendedfrom the standpointof speechcommunication,althoughthe report
concludesthatthe Ldn shouldnot exceed63 dB(A) "if peopleare to enjoy
their normal domestic activities indoors or to converse without difficulty
outdoorsat a two meter distance".

A.15.4 Annoyance

The annoyancecriterionis developedin ternsof the resultsof surveys,
whichhave alreadybeen discussedin this report. _n eachcase, the noJse
levelswere convertedto Ldn, and the categoricalscaleswere convertedto
determinethose "highlyannoyed". Data from three studieswere used: the
firstand secondLondon (Heathrow)Airportsurveys, and the NORC studiesas
analyzed by Tracer and Borsky. In the latter case, data for those
intervieweeswho were"moderate"with regardto "fear"and "misfeasance"were
used.

The dataare presentedin two graphsof percenthighlyannoyedvs. noise
levelin Ldn,for the firstHeathrawstudyand from the secondHeathrow and
U.S,studiescombined. The differencesare small- from about3_ at Ldn 55
to i% at Ldn 80. The difficultiesin comparingdata ironmultiplesourceshas
already been discussed.
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Data from the 55 case histories discussed in the Wyle'report by Eldred47
are alsopresentedto providea scale of commui_ityreactionas a functionof
Ldn. A discussion of this report appeared earlier in this historical
account, In the Wyle work, the results are presented in terms of a
"normalized" CNEL. If the normalizing factors are removed and we assume that
Ldn is closeto CNEL Ctheonlydifferenceis the weightingfactorfox evening
operations), then the estimates of Ldn are as good as the translations of the
original data into CNEL. The original reaction classifications are compared
here with the classificationsreportedin the EPA Task Group Ill report51,
with the CNEL values before "normalization".

EPA Original
Reaction No,of Ldn Reaction No,of Ldn Ldn
Classes Cases Average Classes Cases Average Range

Vigorous 8 72 Vigorous 8 72 63-84

Complaints 34 62 Threats 14 64 54-76
and Threats of Legal
ofLegal Action
Action

Widespread14 59 50-67
Complaints

Sporadic 6 60 51-71
Complaints

None 13 55 None 13 55 40-69
i Observed
I

Note that the ranges for reactionsfrom "SporadicComplaints"to
"Threatsof LegalAction"are almostthe same, and that the averageand the

;__ high and low range limits of the values are all higher for "Sporadic
Complaints" than for "Widespread Complaints".

On page A-16 of this report, the results of a comparison developed in
the analysis of the NORC data between the percentage of people who "Actually
Complained", and those who "Felt Like Complaining" are shown, In the EPA
report is a chart presenting data from apparently the same source showing
"PercentageHighly Annoyed" and "PercentageComplainants"against outdoor
Ldn, Combining these two charts, assuming that "Actually Complained" are the
same as "Percentage Complainants", gives the following.
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. Felt Like Highly
Ldn Complainants Complalning(_) Annoyed(%)

SO i 13
55 ' I 15 17
60 2 23

41 25
65 5 33

6' 30
7O I0 40 44
75 iS_ 54
BO 120 62

Based on considerationof annoyance,the reportroachesthe conclusions
that on the averageadversecommunityreactionto noisebecomesof serious
concern at values of Ldn 'over60, and that "highernoise levelsmust be
consideredto be annoying to an appreciablepart of the population,and
consequently to interfere directly with their health and welfare".

Thai'reporttakesthe position"that;a_thoughit Is highlyunlikelythat
noises,of lower level and duration,bhan those-sufficientto protect from
hearing,loss would induce•anx non.auditorydisease, concerns exist and
research'to identifysucheffectsshouldbe pursued_

"It clearly,makes llttlo;sense to establishcriteriafor externalnoise
that would lead to Indoorlevelslower than the 'se]f-noise'of residential
livings""Of_the.va]ues_quoted"in the report;the lowestis-Laq 40-45for
"T_pical people movement, no TV or radio". With speech, the level goes to 5S
Leq, anti'withTV or stereo,From55 to 70 Leq. It is concludedthat thereis
no reason to reduce outdoor daytime levels below 60 Leq, which, on the
averagewill result in an indoorlevel of 45 Leq, with the windowspartly
open. If the windowsare closed,the outdoorslevelcouldbe 10 dB higher.

A.16 The First International Conference on Noise as a Public Health
Problem, 1973

lh May 1973_.an internationalconference'on noise:as a public health
problen.washeld.in.Dubrovoik',Yugos_avla_ Two:sessInnswere'devoted to
eoln_Ounity response_ The Fourteenpapers presentedon communityresponse
present:an.interestingdiversityoZvlewpoints54,

Three papersreported_onwork.done in Swedenon annoyancefrom aircraft
noise. In the first, Dr, Erland Jonsson et al. of Sweden reviewed the
methodology of studies on community response to noise. Studies generally
start with a dose-response assumption, that the subjective response to noise
can be correlatedwith an objectivemeasureof sounddo,age. Th._traditional
approachis to use a s,Jrvey.Becausedifferently phrasedquestionselicit
differentresponses,Individualshave beenvariouslyclassifiedas disturbed
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by noise. Studiesof what a respondentreallyioeanswhen he statesthat he
is disturbed,or bothered,or irritated,or annoyed,have not been done, so
it Is not possibleto know what exposuregivesthe respondentan experience
of displeasure. The degree or intensityof disturbancewhich produces
displeasure is not always specifically known. Inconsistent answers appear; a
given respondentmay spontaneouslystatethataircraftnoise is a disturbing
factor in the environment,but in answerto a directquestion,deny any
inconveniencecaused by aircraft noise. The percentageof individuals
indicating an injurious effect from exposure can vary with the choice of
expressionin the questionnaire. "Several traffic and aircraft noise
investigations show, however, that not more than 10-20% of the total variance
(variance among individuals irrespective of the exposure level) can be
explained by the difference in dose level; the remaining variance must
originate from individual differences."

In the second Swedish investigation, Ry]ander and Sorenseo collected
data on annoyance in such a fashion that the effects of a number of events
could be separated from noise level. In other studies, high noise level
tended to accompanya large number of events. I_ was found that the
correlaHon of annoyancewas betterwith a differentapproachfrom that in
the "equal-energy"indices(usingLeq). The new approachwas to classify
areas according to the overflight frequency. In areas where the exposures
exceeded 50 per day, annoyance was determined by the peak noise level, in
dB(A), of the noisiest aircraft. Correlation was very high. In areas with
less than 35 exposures, annoyance was low (less than 10%), up to noise levels
of gO dB(A). Over 90 dB(A), data were scant but indicated an increase. In

contrast, in the areas with more than 50 exposures, _I_A percent very annoyedwas approximately20_ at 80 dB(A) and over 30% at 90 ).

The third Swedish paper by Sorensen et al. reported the results of
Inveatigations an the dose-response relationship, different expressions of
annoyance,and individualcharacteristics.It was foundthat the reactions
of people with 50-120 exposures a day were the same as those with 120-180
exposuresa day, Once the number of exposuresexceeds50 per day, the
annoyance is oat a function of the number of exposures. An investigation of
different levelsof annoyance(very annoyed,rather annoyed and llttle
annoyed) showed that, as the level of annoyance dropped, the correlation wi_h
the dose dropped. For the expression "llttle annoyed" the extent of the
reaction is independentof the noise level. The increaseof percent
veryannoyedwithIncreasiogpeak noise levelwas much lessfor the 21 to 30
year old population than for the older population; the percentage of women
annoyedtendedto be about5% lowerthanfor men; and fewerof those working
outside the community during the day were annoyed at the higher levels than
those who remained in the community. An analysis of expressionsfor
annoyance and different levels of noise exposure showed that television
flicker was poorly correlatedwith noise level, but there was a high
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correlation between dB(A) level and disturbance of telephone conversation,
normalconversationand ]istenlngto radioor TV, A considerableamountof
annoyance due to aircraft noise exposure ".... can be defined as
communicationinterference".However,this is not all of the picture. At the
lower noise levels, most of the variance can be explained by fear,
nervousness and awakening. At the higher leve]s, most of the variance is
explainedby interferencewith relaxationand sleep. The second most
importantfactor at both high and low levels is the cor_unicatlonFactor
alreadymentioned, Furtheranalysisshowedthat the communicationfactordid
not varywith age,but the younger'groupreportedless sleep disturbancedue
to aircraftnoise. Finally,it ispointedout"thatseveralof the components
analyzedhave beenused by other researchersin the constructionof Guttman
scales for annoyance scores, and because several of the factors used in
earlier studies have been found to be less ir,portantfor annoyance,the
Guttman scales are not ideal for measuring the extent of annoyance in exposed
communities.

Ariel Alexandre combined findings of five aviation studies, two British,
two French and one on the Netherlands. All used a Gubtman scale, with
differentnumbers of steps. The raw scores (average annoyance)were
converted Into percentages of the maximum score, called annoyances Indices.
Tileresultswere plottedagainstNNI. The correlationcoefficientsbetween
the average_ annoyance scores and the aircraft noise, indices was above 0.9;
but the correlationbetweenthe individualannoyancescoresand the noisewas
belowO.B. All the studiesconcludethat even at high noise levels,some
peoplewill sufferlittleor no annoyance.At low noise levels,some people
are_alwaysannozed, Alexandrestatestha_ in tr_]_quiet surroundlmgs,(below
15 _INI,which Alexandre_equatesapproximatelywith"75 CNR or 5 NEF) only 5%
are annoyed,and that in extremelynoisy surroundings(above65 NNI, or 125
CNR or 55 NEF), "on]y10 to 15% remainrelativelyunaffected,of whom only5%

are not at all annoyed".Above 30 NNI, or gO CNR, or 20 NEF _he percentageof annoyedpeople can be predictedby 2X (noiselevel ,,,NE. - 15) or 2X
(noiselevel in CNR - 85). These are, of course,estimatesof the sum of
individualreactions,and not the reactionof the communityas a whole.

Aubrey McKennell of England started with the observation that the
ultimatecriterion_for an'administratoroZ what:constitutesa noise problem
is.moiLthe,.charaoterlsticeof the.source,buttthe natureand extentof the
public prot_st generated. However; noise doas not lead directly to
complaints, Noise leads.to annoyance,which leads to complaints, Curves
showingthe:meansof individualannoyancescoresagainstexposurepredictthe
centraltendency of the annoyanceresponse,not the individualreaction.
Psycho-socialvariablesmay affectthe annoyancemore than the noise level
Itself. Some resultsof the 1961 London(Heathrow)Airport surveyshow that
the correlationbetweennoise leveland individualscores on the annoyance
scale was 0,46, but the following factors had the correlations with annoyance
sho_n:
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Fear of aircraft crashing 0.52
General attitude toward noise 0.50
Reported feelings and activities and neighbors 0.45
Aircraftheldtoaffecthealth 0.38
Preventability 0.35
Numberof thingsdisliked 0.30
Annoyancescalefor noiseother thanaircraft 0,25

McKennen feelsthat"one can expectto Find wholecomnunitiesreacting
quite differentlyto noiseeven thoughsubjectedto much the same physical
conditionsof exposure".To investigatethe characteristicswhich influence
thoseannoyedto becomecomplainants,McKennellanalyzeda specialsampleof
complainants."Complainants,in short, come from that section of the
politicallyactivearticulatemiddleclasswho are sensitiveto noise, There
was no evidencethat theyare any more neuroticthan the equallyannoyednon-
complainants,but they tendto be evenmore convincedthat the noisecouldbe
preventedand that it was affectingtheir health," However,"there])asbeen
little social research into the conditionsunder which individualnoise
annoyancebecomes translatedinto social action". McKennellalso makes a
pointthat is often forgotten. Even thoughbothmean percentageannoyedand
percentageof complainantsincreasewith increasingnoise,the major portion
of the annoyedpeople,and of the complainants,are found in areasof lower
noiselevels. This is truebecausethereare more peoplelivingin the lower
noise levels. Consequently,decisionsshould be based upon the numberof
peopleaffectedin the variousareas,not the percentage.

A reportby EtienneGrandjean,et al,,on a surveyaroundthreealrperts
in Switzerlandin which a self-ratingscale of annoyancewas used, showed
that the mean annoyancevaluecorrelatedbetterwith NNI than with Leq, or
some other less co(mnonmetrics. However,the data from the three airports
grouped best when the numberof operationswas treatedas 6,6 log N rather
than 15 log N, On the self-ratingscale,10 was intolerableannoyanceand 0
was not at all annoyed. These data were presented in terms of mean
annoyance,not numberor percentageof peopleannoyed.

Leonardand Borskyreportedon the resultsof an Investigationof the
casual relationshipsamong noise exposure, psycho-socialvariables and
aircraft noise annoyance. Interviewswere conductedwith 1455 residents
distributed among areas near Kennedy Airport, with followup telephone
interviewsas necessaryto obtain annoyanceratings. The three locations
were 1.1, 2.5 and 5.2 miles from the ends of runways at Kennedy. The
emphasis was on understandingof aircraftnoise - annoyancerelationships
rather than predicting them. There were eleven items on the annoyance scale;
each was scored0 to 4, with4 representingthe highestannoyance. Hence,a
[naxiTlum scoreof 44 was possible.Tileelevenitemswere:

Interfereswith ]istenlngto radioorTV
Makes the T_ pictureflicker
StarL}eser frightensanyonein tileFa:nily
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Disturbs family's sleep
Makes houserattleor shake
Interferes with family's rest or relaxation
Interferes with conversation
Makes you keep your windows shut during the day
Makesyou keepyourwindowsshutduringthe night
Makes you feel tense and edgy
Gives you a headache

CNR was used as the.measure of community aircraft noise exposure. Fear
was_measuredby a scale with four items,each-o£which could be scored O to
4, with 4 beingthe, highest. These questions concerned:

Dislike of unsafe low-flying airplanes

' How much the noisefrom _irplanesstartlesor frightens

How oftentheyfeltairplaneswere flyingtom low for the safetyof the
residents

How often they felt there was some danger that they might crash nearby

Similarly,misfeasance,healthattitudesand the importanceof aircraft I
were.measured in the questionnaire.The-misfeasancequestionsinvestigated
the feeling"thatvariousagentscoulddo somethingabout the noise; but for
some_insufflcientreasondo not. The agentswere airlineoperators,airport
operators, other government' officials, pilots, airplane designers and makers,
and communityleaders. Again,each could be scored0 to 4, with a maximum I
score of 24. Regarding.healthattitudes,a singlequestion,scoredO to.4
was asked:"How harmfuldo you fee] the airplanenoise is to your health"?
In addition, respondents were asked hew important they felt commercial
airplaneswere to nationalwelfare,the communityand theirown family.

Annoyance data were collected for two periods, June and August.
Analysisof the data indicatedthatfear and healthattitudeswere muchmore
stronglycorrelatedwith annoyancethan with CHR or misfeasance. Multiple
regressionanalysis indicatedthat these four explained about 50_ of the
annoyance variance. Aircraft importanceand sex seemed to have little
relationshipwith the;annoyance: By examiningpartial correlations(the
relationshipbetween tivo_variables,thBt_exists when the-effects of other
variables have-_been held constant or "partialled out"), a possible causal
model was developed. For example;it was foundusing the June data that the
partialcorrelationbetweenCNR and annoyancedroppedto near zero when the
effects of feaK, health attitudesand misfeasancewere partialled out.
Hence, there is little or no directcausaleffect of eRR upon annoyance.
Using similarreasoning,the causallineswould run from CNR to Fear; from
Fear and Misfeasance to Health Attitudes; and from Health Attitudes and Fear
to Annoyance. In addition, there may be reciprocal effects from Health
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Attitudes to Fear and Misfeasance, A causal diagram for the August data is
the same, except that a wea_ effect relationship may exist in this case
between CNR to Annoyance.

Patterson and Conner reported on a comparison of community response to
aircraft noise in large and small cities, using data from Chicago, Dallas,
Denver, Los Angeles, Boston, Miami and New York on the one hand, and data
from Chattanooga and Rend on the other. The comparison showed a significant
difference, with the annoyance level increasing with additional noise at a
much slower rate in the small cities than in the large cities. At CNR 85,
the percent annoyed was about the same, approximately 7%; at CNR iBB, the
percent annoyed in large cities was almost twice as high as in the small
cities, approximately 27% as compared to 15%. Investigation of the other
variables, fear, misfeasance, importance %f alrcraft, etc. and alteratloh of
the constants in calculating CNR failed to identify the reason, Possible
reasons were postulated: seasonal effects, differential response to takeoff
vs, landing noise, and different degrees of social interaction, The range of
daily operations in small cities was 50 - 54; in the large cities, it was 353
to 1,573, The possibility that the difference is attributable to these
differing activity levels, as reported by the Swedes, was not explored.

In 196g, an interdisciplinary study of aviation noise and its effect on
the community was conducted in neighborhoods around Munich airport. In a
preliminary study, a control group was compared with the nolse exposed group,
For the main study, an area was selected where a eiroraFt noise dominated all
other sources. The number of daily flyovers varied from 20 to 80; the noise
levels in dB(A) ranged from 75 to 107. Thirty two levels of noise exposure
were selected. About 30 respondents were selected from clusters at each
noise level, with a total of g52 respondents. The data collection program
had four steps: a seclal scientific interview, psychological and
physiological tests, medical case histories, examinations and tests, and
acoustical measurements at each cluster. There were 660 usable interviews|
357 individuals went through the entire program. Noise measurements were
carried out over seven weeks. Noise levels were calculated using Q, NNI,
CNR, NEF etc, A plot of noise levels against number of flyovers per day
indicated that from 20 to 50 flyovers, seven points, noise levels (average
dB(A)) ran from 81 to 87; above 50, the noise levels rose rapidly, At 79 to
80 flyovers, nine points, levels ranged From 95 to 100 dB(A). Between 51 and
78 flyovers, sixteen points, there were no noise levels above 93 dB(A), two
were below 87 dB(A). From correlation between the various measures and
disturbance and annoyance, the experiments Identified a tendency for the
frequency of flyovers to be mere highly correlated with annoyance than the
noise levels of flyovers. They selected a measure, FB1, as best suited to the
data:

FBI : if) Io_ sumnation antilog LAi + !0 log N - 50, where;
LAi = A - weighted flyover level
5O = constant, N = number of overflights per day.
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Using their collected data, FB1 was calculated for each of the 32
points, and the correlation determined for each of the three relationships-
for the 7 points below N : 50 and for the 25 points above N = 50. The
results are:

Correlation 32 Points 7 Points BB Points
Between

LAiandN 0.849 0.385 0.892
LAiandPBI 0.987 0.897 0.999
N andFBI 0.920 0.752 0.908

Two types of variables were identified: reaction variables which
significantly related to one of the stimulus variables, and moderator
variables which had little or no correlation with the stimulus variables but
which contributed to the reaction independently of the stimulus. The highest
correlation for a reaction variable was 0.56 for disturbance in conversation
or listeningto radio/TV.The next highest correlationwas 0.51 for
dissatisfaction with the neighborhood, especially recreation value. The
perceived number of aircraft noise events had almost as high a correlation
with the aircraft noise, 0.47, but it is less than the correlation between
the:actualnumberand the aircraftnoise,as calculatedabove.

A series of psychophysiolog_cal laboratory,experiments were conducted to
explore information processing behavior in the presence of aircraft noise.
Two differentresponseswere hypothesized- "adaptivecoping"which assumes
learning of'techniques for dlsturbance-free processing in spite of the noise
and_a decrease in physiological responses to. noise, and "defensive blocking"
which assumes-an interruptionof inf6rmationprocessingand a "physiologlcal
state of defense against no_se as a. consequence of frequent and intense day-
by-day aircraft noise". No quantitative data are given on the number of
participants,the noise levelsor the lengthof the experiments.The results
did net confirm the "adaptive coping" hypothesis. "With increasing day-by-
day aircraft noise exposure, the physiological response to the onset of noise
in the laboratory increases. The response consists of a constriction of
blood vesselsat the fingerand at the temple,an increasein the electrical
muscle activity, a decrease of the heart rate and an increase in the tracking
error rata." No dascriptlon:of the information processing activity used in
the experiments is-provided. "The reaction correlates positively both with
the intensityand:;frequencyof-aircraftmovements(r = 0.2!) and it occurs
especially with persons of low.mobility, strong conservative tendencies and
very high blood pressure," It should be noted that the correlation, although
positive,"explains!'a very small percentage,of the variationof response
with stimulus. The.report adds that "Other aspects of human behavior, such
as information processing in complex stimulus situations, are not so much
affected by aircraft noise as such, but are affected indirectly via negative
attitudes or annoyance related to aircraft noise, especially the performance
requiringattentionto noisyconditions".
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The results of the medical investigation "demonstrate that aircraft
noise does not cause manifest illness, but that it contributes as a tendency
to changes in vegetative functions, especially the blood pressure". No data
are given.

A chart was also producedshowingthe relationshipbetweenpercentageof
people annoyed by aircraft noise and the noise levels expressed in different
measures, including NEF, and indicates the following:

NEF Zone Percentageannoyed(leastsquaresfit)
Boundary a b c

I 70 40 50
II 45 20 30

(Percentageannoyedis expressedin three differentmeasures:a) disturbance
of communication,b) disturbanceof rest and recreation,and c) aircraft
spontaneouslymentionedas a disturbingfactor.)

A.17 ThR EPA "Levels Document"_ 1974

In March,1974, the EPA publisheda report57, "Informationon Levelsof
EnvironmentalNoise Requisiteto ProtectPublicHealth and Welfare with an
Adequate Margin of Safety", which has come to be known as the "Levels
Document".The EPA was directedby the Noise ControlAct of 1972 to "publish
informationon the levels of environmentalnoise the attainment and
maintenanceof which in defined areas and under various conditions are
requisiteto protectthe publichealthand welfarewith an adequatemarginof
safety".In the foreword,the EPA points out that knowledgein the area is
notcomplete,that a considerableamountof investigationremainsto be done,
and that some investigationsrequirea long elapsedtime beforethe results
are meaningful. The EPA goes on to say that,nevertheless,extrapolations
fromexisting informationare possible,even thoughrevisionswill occuras
knowledgeis expanded,improvedand refined.

In the case of the noise study,EPA saysthat the marginof safety "has
been developedthrough the appl.icationof a conservativeapproach at each
stageof the data analysis". The forewordconcludesby pointingout that the
reportis publishedto complywitha statutoryrequirement,that its contents
de not constituteEPA regulationsor standardsand shouldnot be appliedto a
particularindividual. In spite"of these admonitions,the Levels Document
has been erroneouslycited as sayingthat deafnessor other adverse health
impactswillensueif an individualis exposedto more than55 Ldn.

The Levels Document recommends55 Ldn "as a goal for outdoors in
residentialareas in protectionthe public health and welfare with an
adequatemargin of safety. However, it is not a repulator_ (original
italized goal. It is a leveldefinedby a negotiatedscientiflcconsensus
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withoutconcernfor economicand technologicalfeasibilityor the needs and
desires of any particular community".

The public healthand welfareis definedin the LevelsDocument in the
broadest terms, as "complete physical, mental and social well-belng and not
merely the absence of diseaseand infirmity". The phrase, "healthand
welfare",is takento includepersonalcomfortand well beingand the absence
of mental anguish and annoyance.However, the document points out that
annoyanceis not recognizedas a compensableinjury, in the absence of
interferencewith a personalorpropertyright.

Much of the backgroundmaterialin the LevelsDocumentis identicalwith
that in theJuly 1973document51 previouslydiscussed;

A.17.1 Hearln_ Loss

In the discussion of the effects of noise on hearing, both EPA reports
containa table on permanenthearingdamage effectexpectedfor continuous
noise exposureat variousvaluesof the A-weightedaveragesound level. Both
quote the same reference. Both tables express the data in terms of the Noise
Induced PermanentThresholdShift, NIPTS, for values of 8 hours per day
continuousnoisefrom75 dB(A)to 90"dB(A).

The,analysls,though,is differentin the two documents. In the Levels
Document,the estimate of the NIPTS for a percentileis calculated by
subtractingthe hearinglevel of that percentileof the noiseexposedgroup
from the hearing level of the percentileof the non-noiseexposed group.
After pointingout the inadequaciesof the data, the analysisproceedsto
calculatethe "criticalpercentile;point".This is the:percentileat which
the hearingloss for the non-nolseexposedpopulationequalsthe 40 year, 8
hours per day noise levelwhich is estimatedto cause an NIPTS of 5 dBCA).
This is approximatelythe 96th percentile,at an averagedvalueof 73 dBCA).
All of this is at a frequencyof 4000 Hz, where the hearingloss is expected
to be greatest. From this derivation,it is concludedthat a 40 year noise
exposurebelow an averageof 8 hoursper day of 73 dbA "is satisfactoryto
prevent the entire statisticaldistributionof hearinglevelsfrom shifting
at any point by more than 5 db". Expressed differently,"the entire
populat.ionexposedto Leq(8)of 73 is protectedagainsta NIPTSof more than
5 db". .'

Having.gone thus far, the reportsays the "argument... does not, in
fact,provlde,lOO%_protectionof the entirepopulation"because"we cannotbe
absolutelycertain that it" (thedata base) is representativeof the whole
population".Assumingthat-the NIPTS of the exposedpopulationis a normal
distributionthe data are extrapolatedto the 99th percentileand to the B
dBCA)NIPTS. This valueis 71.5dB(A)exposurefor 40 years,8 heurs a day.
The LevelsDocumentpointsout that"similaranalysisof the sameand similar
data may be made using other assumptionsand considerations.Some analysis
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leadsto essentiallythe same conclusionsand othersdo not.However,no such
analysishas identifieda levelof much less than65 db or much greaterthan
80 db for the sameconditions_i.e.,5 db NIPTSat 4000 Ha for 40 years of
exposure)".Nevertheless,there is a requirementto identify the level

! requisite to protect the public health safety. For that purpose, for
J conservationof hearingalone,the levelof 73 dBCA) "appearsto be the most

reasonable choice.,."

However,the questionof "adequatemarginof safety"is then raised,and
the.followingargumentdeveloped.Consideringthatenvironmentalnoise is not
continuous,but intermittent(definedas being below65 dB(A)at least10% of
the time),an allowanceof 9 dBCA) is developed,the same as in the earlier
document. In other words, if the noise is intermittent, an average level of
78 dB(A) is expectedto have the same effect (or lack of effect) as a
continuousnoiseof 73 dB(A).On the other hand,using theequal energyrule,
the reportstatesthatthere is a 9 dB{A) correctionto go from 8 hours a day
to 24 hours a day, An implicitassumptionis that "8 hours a day" really
means 8 workinghours,with occupationaldata based on annualexposuredose.
In summary:

Continuousnoise8 hoursper day,250 days/year 73.0 dB(A)
Intermittentnoise8 hoursper day,260 days/year 78.0dB(A)
Intermittentnoise8 hoursper day,365 days/year 76.4dB(A)
Intermittentnoise24 hours per day,365 days/year 71.4dB(A)

(Notethatthe correctionfor 250/365is 1.64,and for 8/24 is 4.77; the
total is 6.41. Thereforethe finalvalue,if tenthsof a db are worthquoting
at all, would be 71.6.)

At this point the reportstates,"In view of the possibleuncertainties
... it is consideredreasonableto rounddownfrom71.4db to 70 db".

A.17.2 ActivityInterference/Annoyance

The human activitysusceptibleto noise interferencewhich has beenmost
examinedis that of speechcommunication.The July 1973 report61 deemed a
speech intelligibilitylevel of 95_ as acceptableoutdoors;so does the
Levels Document."Inside,the criterionis taken as 100% intelligibilityin
both documents.

Although, by the reasoning presentedin the July 1973 EPA report, an
average level (Leq)of 60 dB(A) outsidewould meet the criteria,the Levels
Documentin threesentencesgoes from60 Leq to 95 Ldn:

"Although speech interferencehas been identifiedas the primary
interferenceof noisewith human activitiesand is one of theprimaryreasons
for adversecommunityreactionsto noise and long-termannoyance,the I0 db
nighttimeweighting(and,hence, the term Ldn) is appliedto give adequate
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weightto all the other adverseeffectson activityinterference.For the
same reason, a 5 db margin of safety is applied to the identified outdoor
level. Therefore, the outdoor Ldn identified for residential areas is 55
db."

In a lengthyappendeddiscussion,the resultsFrom the surveysat London
(Heathrow) Airport, New York, Amsterdam, and a U.S. surface vehicle noise
survey are all reviewed, along with a discussion of community reaction.
Although the Heathrow data has been translatedinto Ldn (subjectalready
discussed), the Levels Documents reports "Unfortunately, most of the studies
do not:provideactivityinterferenceas'a functionof'noise exposure".The
phenomenon cited in the Heathrow study as causing the largest percentage of
peopledisturbedis "causesTV picture flicker";This is not a result of
aircraftnoise,but of reflectionsof the TV signalfrom the aircraft.

A discussionof the 55 communitiescoveredin the earlier noted Wvle
report47covers essentiallythe same groundas in theJuly 1973EPA report51.
In the Levels Document, the g5 cases are "de-normallzed", with the
observationthat below 55 Ldn, there is no evidence of even sporadic
complaints.There is no questioningof the conversions,nor the equallyvalid
observationthat thereare cases as high as 70 Ldn with no reactionfrom the
community.

An examinationof the,twelve aviationrelated:cases in the S5 cases
discussed by Wyle shows the following distribution, by type of activity,
con_munityreactionand CNEL as calculatedby Wyle:

Reaction Activity CNEL

No Reaction Runup 46
No Reaction Overflight 53
No Reaction Landing& Takeoff 57
NidespreadComplaints Landing 57
Threatsof LegalAction Overflights 58
NoReaction Landing 60
WidespreadComplaints Takeoff 63
Vigorous Takeoffs 69

• Vigorous Takeoffs 71
Vigorous Landings 72
Threatsof'Lega_Action Ground'Runup" 72"
Vigorous Landings 84

The LevelsDocumentsummarizesthe effectsof an outdoornoise level of
55 Ldn:

Speech 100% sentenceintelligibilityat .35 meters
99% sentenceintelligibilityat 1.0 meters
95% sentenceintelligibilityat 3.5 meters
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Average Community None; 7 db below level of significant
Reaction "complaintsand threatsof legalaction"

Complaints i% dependingon attituteand othernon-level
relatedfactors

Annoyance 17% dependenton attitudeandother non-!evel
related factors

At 65 Ldn, outdoors,accordingto the LevelsDocument,one would expect
95% sentence intelligibility with a normal voice at a distance of two meters.

Appendix D of the Levels Document contains a general summary of the
relationships among day-night sound level, percent complainants and percent
highlyannoyed. "The resultsindicatethatbelowan outdoorday-nightsound
levelof 5B db, lessthanI% of the householdswould be expectedto complain,
although 17% of the people may respond as highly annoyed when questioned in a
social survey, _No reaction' would be expected in the average
community.,.When the outdoor Ldn is 60 db, approximately 2% of the households
might be expectedto complain,although23% of the peoplemay respondas
highly annoyedwhen questioned,and some reactionmay be expectedfrom the
average community. If the levels increase over 65 db, more than 5% may be
expectedto complain,and over 33% would be highlyannoyed. Increasingly,
vigorouscommunityreactioncould be expected,and noise becomesthe dominant
factorin dislikingan area.',57The data indicatethat at 75 Ldn aboutSO% of
the populationis "highlyannoyed",and that13% are activelycomplaining•

The Levels Document points out that the effects of intruding noise may
'be dependentupon the noise level absent the intrusion.In 1976, the EPA
proposed use of a predictor of ambient or indigenous noise based on
populationdensity•As a predictor,the relationshipwas expected to have a
standarddeviationof about4 dB(A).If the relationshipbetweenpopulation
density and indigenous noise is a normal distribution, then 66% of the
observationsare within4 dBCA),95% within8 dB(k)and almostall within12
dBCA).The proposalwas not adopted,and considerabledoubtswere expressed
about its validity.The Levels Document states,"....it appears that no
communityreactionto an intrudingnoise is expected,on the average,when
the normalized day-night sound level of an identifiable intruding noise is
approximately 5 db less than the day-night sound level that exists in the
absenceof the identifiableintrudingnoise".

A.18 LandUse CompatibilitX, 1974-1977

A report58 presentedin 1974, discussesan applicationof the California
Noise Law to planning a community. The residential land uses for aircraft
noise compatibility were reported as follows:
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LandUse CNELRanges

60-65 B5-70 70-75 75-80 80-up

SingleFamily{Detached) NLR 25 NLR 30 NP NP NP
SingleFamily{Attached) P NLR 30 NLR 35 NLR 40 NP
Multi-Family(Low-Rise) P NLR 30 NLR 35 NLR 40 NP
Multi-Family(Mid-Rise) P NLR30 NLR 35 NLR40 NP
Mplti=Family{High_Rise) P NLR 30 MLR 35 NP NP
MobileHomeParks P NP NP NP NP
Dormitories P NER30 NLR35 NLR40 NP
ConvalescentHomes NLR25 NLR30 NLR 35 NP NP

NLR - Required outdoor-to-indoor noise level reductions in dB
P - usepermitted NP - usenot permitted

The requirednoise level reductionsare based upon achievingan Indoor
CNEL of 40 or less, but the basis far this criterion is not given.

A 1975BBN reportS9provides'adraft buildingcode for noise insulation
with:respect_toaircraftnoise_Fivenoise zones'aredefined:

Noise Zone Ldn

A'- l less.than'BO
A - 2 BO - BB
B.- i 65 - 70
B- 2 70 - 75
C over75

The uses permittedand not permittedare as shown in Table 7.

The BBN charthas two residentialcategories:1) singlefamilydetached,
duplexand mobilehomes; and 2) multi-familybuildingsof all kinds,rooming
and boardinghouses,convalescenthomes,dormitoriesand boardingschools.

.._ A comparisonof the BBN chart with the:residential compatibleuses
,_" reported:For Californiashow.that; compared to the_California uses, BBN
'"' recommends:'

Land:Use: CNELRanges

60-65 65-70 70-75 7B-80 SO-up

SingleFamily{Detached)NLR25 NLR30 NP NP NP
SingleFamily{Attached)P NLR 30 NLR3g NLR 40 NP
MobileHomeParks P NP NP NP NP
BBNBuildingCode P NLR25 NP NP
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PERMITTED ACTIVITIES AND/OR LAND USE8 AND MINIMUM 80UND LEVEL

REDUCTION REQUIREMENT8 FOR STRUCTURE8

I.AHD USE ttO|SE ZOKE$

_LUCN
ACTIVIT1E_ AIID/OII LAND U_E_ CODE C _-2 B-I A-2 A-I

ltealdunt/Al 11 • (lO)j 1A Not Allowed Not Atlo_ed Permitted Permitted Permitted
Nlth sLn 25

IlenldenLlal , Educat/onat ' It x, 1_, ]]* |9_ Sot Allo_ed Permllted Permitted Permitted PerimlLted
and Ina_ituttonai 60, 711t, 651 wlth SLJt 3Q with _LE 25

Audltorluma_ Concert ##alia 721 x Hot "Allo_ed Not Alloued Permitted Permitted Permitted
with SLR ]5 _tth _LIt ]0

Outdoor Amphttha_tepn_ 721 x Not Allowed Not AlJowed Not Atlo_ed Not Allowed Permitted
M.BIC Shaltn

Ofrlcenj P_raonat, Bu0|neDa _1, _ 6_. 69, Permitted Permitted Permitted Permitted PermitLed
_lld Pro£e_lon_l _ervlae_ _ (t_ _tth _LE ]0 _Ith _LII _
Cummnrol_l-Set_it_ NoVAe
Tlle_tar_ _teot_ursnto

Tr&nslent Loddtn_-IIotelo , 15 Permltted Permitted Permitted Permitted PermltAed
_otelo wlth _Lll _ _lth SLIt ]O wLth _LII 25

_porto Arenu_ Outdoor • 72_ Hot Allowed Not Allo_ed p_rmitted Permitted Permitted
Spectator Sp_rt_ *

PlaE_roundo_ _ot_hborhood 7GI+ 762 dot 'Allo_ed Not Allowed Permitted Permitted Poramltted
P_Pk=

oolr Couraea. Drivin_ Ilnnso0, 7_1 _. 7At x, Per_|tted Pol_ltted Permitted Permitted Perzaltted
Mater-llecre_tlo.. Cemeterle_ 7_q

C_mmercl_l-_,olea_le and _ _ k. 51, _ Permitted Permitted Permitted permitted Pe_'_ltted
Selected _et_II_ Ind_atri_l/ _A
H_nu£octurinK_ TratlaportatIo_
Co_untc_tlon and U_llitll_

A_lm_(-ralnted aervicea 82 I Hot Ailo_ed Permitted Permitted Permitted Permitted

Asrtcult_r_l Ol, 02 x Permitted Permitted Permitted Permitted Permitted



Land Use CNELRanges

60-65 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-up

Multi-Family(LowRise) P NLR 30 NLR35 NLR 40 NP
Multi-Family(Mid-Rise)P NLR 30 NLR35 NLR 40 NP
Multi-Family(High-Rise)P NLR 30 NLR35 NP NP
Dormitories P NLR 30: NLR35 NLR 40 NP
ConvalescentHomes NLR 25 NLR 30 NLR35. NP NP
BBN BuildingCode P NER 25 NLR30 NP

NLR - Requiredoutdoor-to-indoornoise,levelreductionsin dB
P - use permittedNP - use not permitted

If the Californiareductionsare based on achievingan indoor noise
levelof 40 dB or less, thenBBN's code is basedon achievingan indoornoise
level of 45 dB. The BBN report does state: "It must be stressedthat when
buildingsare to be constructedto meet sound level reductionvaluesof 30
and 35 db many residential(originalitalicized)constructionmethods and
materialsare no longersuitableor adequate.... In particular,it becomes
vital to use heavier and more elaboratel_constructedwindows and doors in

_ _ot_thi_, _ _e_ n_:_er _n_a_]Ona)Peurnf_ir_sel _ appearsbl d er ri o o specify
more expensiveconstructionand.b) equal unwillingness_to specify that
residentialconstructionshouldnot be permittedin areasabove65 Ldn.

In September1974,Miller56 discussedthe effectsof noiseon people.A
chart o_ th_.quaJity_of speech'communicat_on'asa functionof steadystate
background noise and distance "between speaker and listener indicates
communication- is judged to be "satisfactory" or, alternatively, "practical"
at the distancesand backgroundlevelsshown:

Background Distances in feet for communication which is:
Level- dB(A) Satisfactory Practical

40 35 35
45 12 35
50 5.5 20
55_ 1 12
60_ 6.5 8*
65: 3.5 5*
70 2 3.5*

* Indicatesa raisedvoice,the "expectedvoicelevel".

Commentingon the chart,Millersays "In faceto face conversations,the
distance from talker to listener is usuallyof the order of 5 feet and
practicalcommunicationcan proceedin A-weightednoise levelsas highas 66
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db. Many conversationsinvolvegroups,and for this situationdistancesof 5-
12 feetare commonand the intensitylevelof the backgroundnoise shouldbe
less than 50-60 db. At public meetings or outdoors in yards, parks, or
playgroundsdistancesbetweentalkerand listenerare oftenof the order of
12-30 feet and the A-weightedsound level of the backgroundnoise must be
kept below45-55 db If practicalspeechcommunicationis to be possible".

Regardingeffectsof noiseon sleep,Millersays that"it is the effects
of relativelybriefnoises (about3 minutesor less)on a personsleepingin
a quiet environmentthat have been studiedmost thoroughly".However,the
"data_resented from a number of experimentsshow that, as discussedby
LukasOU,the conclusionsdependuponthe definitionof sleepdisturbance,and
otherfactors.As an example,in a seriesof experiments,the percentageof
awakeningschangedfrom 11% to 55_ for the same stage of sleep and the same
,briefnoisesas the sleeperswere motivatedby instructionsand punishment
for failureto wake enoughto push a convenientbutton.Duringthis series,
the noiseswere at about35 dB(A).On the otherhand,when instructed"if you
happen to wake up, push the button",only 10% wakenedfrom sleep stage II,
and about5% from thedeeperstagesIll and IV by brief noisesat 68 dB(A).

In a summary reportof researchin sleep and noise, Lukas60 in 1975
suggestedpossible criteria for effects of noise on sleep. The more
conservativeis to limit sleep disruptionto less than a change in sleep
stage.An alternativeis to limit the frequencyof arousalor behavioral
awakening.The availabledatashowedbettercorrelationusingthe formerthan
using the latter.Using the former criterion,Lukas concludesthat noise
levels indoors must be maintainedbelow 70 EPNdB to have littleor no
probabilityof disturbingsleep. He points out, however, that the sleep
phenomenais not well understood,and that little is known about the"
relationshipbetweenlaboratoryexperimentsand homeexperience.

AppendixA of a 1977 report65 preparedfor the FAA on sound proofing
public buildingsdevelops,based on review of the literatureat that time,
thresholdlevelsof noise applicableto schoolsand hospitals,Each of the
potentialimpactsis considered,withthe followingresults:

Hearingloss Leq 75 dB(A),8 hours
Long term adverse non-auditory No effect Leq 75 dB{A)
Annoyance Noise levelssufficientlylow to

produceno activityinterference
will probably produce little or
no annoyance

Activityinterference
Speechin schools 45 dB(A),unlessambientis higher
Sleepin hospitals 40 dB(A)
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A.19Committeeon Hea_ing,Bioacoustics,and BiomechanicsReporton
Documentin_Noise Impacts,1977

A report prepared by the Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics, and
Biomechanics (CHABA) of the National Research Council62 in June 1977
recommendeda methodologyfor documentingnoise impacts in environmental
impact"statements.In essence, it proposed a single number which was a
summationever the totalpopulationof the productof each residentialperson
times a weightingfactorwhich dependsupon the Ldn of the residenceof that
person. The recommended weights were derived from the Schultz curve,
publishedin 19787'1, based upon estimatesof percentageof people highly
annoyed.The higher the score, the greaterthe noise impact, The weights
proposedare shown:

Ldn Weight Ld__Qn Weight

35 0.006 40 0,013
46 0.029 50 0,061
55 0.124 60 0.235
65 0.412 70 0,664
75 1,000 80 1,428
85 1,966 90 2,647

The inferenceis thatthere is 8 timesas much annoyanceat Ldn 79 as at
Ldn'56_and 20 timesas much at Ldn,BB,as,at Ldn 35.

The'CHABAreportincludesmaterialderivedfrom the LevelsDocumentand
S_hultz71 and shown in Tables 8 to 11, These indicate that, indoors, there is
littleinterference,w,ithspeechcommunicationup to 75 Ldn outside.Outside,
of; course, the.situation is different.Above,65 Ldn_ average sentence
intelliglbilitydropsbe]ow,g5_,at a.dlstance,of 1.3 meters,

A.20Synthesisof SocialSurveyson NoiseAnnoyance_1978

In August, 1978,Schultz71combineddata from 11 surveys includingsix
airports,four streets and one railroad from 1961 to 1974 to develop a

, "proposed,..best,.,estimate of public acceptance due to transportationnoise
!i of all kinds". In a discussionof this report74, the author says "The

difficulty,., is that the noise-exposurein the varioussocialsurveyshas
been'measured_witha numberof differentnoise ratings;and the questionof
who is 'highly_annoyed'has-been dealt with differentlyin the different
surveys.Thepresent studyattemptsto translatethe differentnoiseratings
intoa'commonmeasureof noise exposureand to developa uniformassessment
of the percentage of the survey population who were highly annoyed,,, the
authorhas gone back to basicdata ....from eighteensocialsurveysdealing
with noise of aircraft,streettraffic,expresswaytrafficand rail traffic
.., The various noise ratingswere translatedto day-nightaveragesound
level..,". Results of eleven of the eighteen surveys were used because the
eleven "clustered" about a common value, The others seen were "non-
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TABLE 8

CRITERION FOR OUTDOOR SOUND LEVELS FOR ANALYSIS OF
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE IMPACT FOR VARIOUS LAND USES

Ldn Leq
Observer LandUse (dB)IdB)

1 Residential(i) BB

2 Hospital(1) 55

3 Motel,Hotel (!) 60

4 SchoolBuildings& OutdoorTeachingAreas (I) 60

i S Church(2) BO

6 OfficeBuildings(2) 70

7 Theater(3) 70

B Playgrounds,ActiveSports 70

9 Parks 60

10 SpecialPurposeOutdoorsAreas *

Note: The assumedaverageoutdoor/indoorsound-levelreduction,for each
landuse, iskeyedto the numbersin parenthesesabove:

(i) 15 decibels- windowsopen !

: (2) 2S decibels- windowsclosed

(3) 35 decibels- windowsclosed

: Whereknowledgeof the specificstructureindicatesan actualsoundlevel
reductiondifferingfromthesevalues,the criterionlevelmay be altered
accordingly.

' * For outdooramphitheaters,or othercriticallandusesrequirlngspecial i
consideration,the hourly average sound level (Lh) due to the new .
intrudingnoise shouldnot be allowedto be higherthan B dB below the
existinghourlyaveragesoundlevelin the absenceof speakingin the !
amphitheater.
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TABLE 9

SUMMARYOF HUMANEFFECTSFOR OUTDOORDAY-NIGHTAVERAGE
SOUNDLEVELOF 55 DECIBELS

TypeofEffects MagnitudeofEffect

Speech- Indoors No disturbanceof speech
100% sentence intelligi-
bility (average)with a
5 dB margin of safety

-Outdoors Slightdisturbanceof
speechwith:100%sen-
tence intelligibility
(average)at 0.35meter

or

95% sentence intelligi-
bility (average)at 1.0
meter

or

95% sentence intelligi-
bility(average)at 3.5,
meters

AverageCommunityReaction None; 7 dB belowlevelof
significant"complaints

andthreatsoflegalac-• tion" and at least16 dB

_r_ below "vigorousaction"(attitudes and othernon-
_i acousticalfactorsmay
!i:I modifythiseffect)

} • _ High.Annoyance_ Dependingon attitudeand
! " " - other non-acoustlcalfac-

tors. approximately5% of

I the populationwill behighly annoyed

AttitudesTowardsArea Noise essentiallythe least
important of various
factors
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TABLE 10

SUMMARYOF HUI_ANEFFECTSFOR OUTDOORDAY-_JIGHTAVERAGE
SOUND LEVEL OF 65 DECIBELS

TypeofEffects _apnitudeofEffect_

Speech- Indoors Slightdisturbanceof
speech 99% sentence in-
telligibility (average)
with a 4 dB margin of
safety

- Outdoors Significantdisturbance
of speechwithi00_ sen-
tenceintelligibility
(average) at 0.1 meter

or

99% sentence intelligibil-
i ity(average)at0.35'
_ meter

or

I" 95%sentenceintelligibil-
" I ity(average)at1.2meters

&

AverageCommunityReaction Significant;3 dBabove

level of significant "com-
plaints and threats of le-
galaction"butatleast7
dB below "vigorous action"
(attitudes and other non-
acoustical factors may mod-
ify this effect)

HighAnnoyance Dependingonattitudeand .
other non-acoustical fac-

' tore,approximately15 per-
cent of the population will
be highly annoyed

i i AttitudesTowardsArea Noiseisoneofthemost_! ofthecommunityimportantadverseaspects

i
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TABLE 11

SUNMARYOF HUMANEFFECTSFOR OUTDOORDAY-NIGHTAVERAGE
SOUNDLEVELOF 75 DECIBELS

TypesofEffects' Ma_nltudeof Effects

Speech_ Indoors Somedisturbanceofspeech
sentence intelligibility
(average) less than 9g_

- Outdoors Verysignificantdisturb-
ance of speech with: 100%
sentence intelligibility
not possibleat any dis-
ance

or

gg_ sentence intelligibil-
ity (average)at 0.1 meter

or

• g5_sentenceIntelligibil-
ity (average)at 0.35 meter

AverageCommunityReaction: Very severe;13 dB above
levelof significant"com-

,, plaintsandthreatsofle-

i galaction"andatleast3
I dBabove"vigorousaction"

(attitudesand othernon-_, acousticalfactorsmay

!'_ modifythiseffect)

I:i! HighAnnoyance Dependlngon attitudeand

b _

non-acousticalfactors,ap-
proximately 37% of the
population will be highly
annoyed

AttitudesTowardsArea, Noise is likelyto be the
most important of all ad-
verse aspects of the com-
munity
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clustering". "The clustering surveys are mostly those that counted as highly
annoyed the people who judged themselves to be highly annoyed or who reported
in only the top two or three of a large number of categories of annoyance."

After a briefdiscussionof some of the problemsencountered(thereport
quoted is a summary of the original), the author says hNow the question
arises, Is this exercise meaningful or does it only signify that one can
prove almost any point by choosing the right data to average?" He concludes
that "basedon the availableevidence,the best choicefor the relationship
between noise exposure and community response is the average of the
clustering survey curves..."

A.21 The Third InternationalConferenceon Noise as a PublicHealthProblem,
1978

In September, 1978, the Third International Conf_ence on Noise as a
Public Health Problem was held in Freiburg, West Germany_J.

A.21.1 Opening Session

Rudolph Marrazzo, of the Environmental Protection Agency, presented the
EPA's position on Ldn values adequate to protect the public health and safety
in a slightlydifferentfashionfromthe LevelsDocument:

Environment Inside Outside

Residential,Educational& HospitalAreas 45 55
All Others (Commercial, Industrial, Recreational,
InteriorTransportation,FarmsandUnpopulated
Areas) 55-70*70
*Dependingon SpeechCommunication

"It is very important that these noise levels ...... not be
misconstrued.Becausethe protectivelevelswere derivedwithoutany concern
for technicalor economicfeasibility,and contain a margin of safetyto
ensure their protective value, they are not viewed as standards, criteria,
regulationsor goals.Rather,theyare viewedas levelsbelowwhichthere is
no reason to suspectthat the populationwill be at risk from any of the
identified effects of noise."

CharlesFoster,FAA, pointedout that the samepercentageof peoplewere
annoyed at noise levelswhich differedby amounts approachingBO dB, and
pointed out examplesto illustratethat descriptorssuch as NEF or Ldn are
not sufficient to tell the whole story. Among the noise Factors net
consideredin these descriptors,but which affect the impact,are ambient
levelsand the number and timingof high levels. He concluded:"Todaywe
demand very precise compliancewith specific noise standardsthat could
resultin a pass or fail by 0.1 db. Yet we do this to reducethe adverse
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impacton healthand welfarewhichwe can predictmr measurewith much less
precision, probably+ or -5 db, How do we specifically quantify the perceived
noise level which will result in accommodation between the airport neighbors
and the airport,whilemaintainingthe air transportationserviceour society
has learned to expect?"

A.21,2 Team II - Noise and Communication

In an introductory paper for the session on noise and communication,
Karl S. Pearsons of BBN noted that, while Leq may be a sufficient descriptor
for time varying noise caused by traffic "Still unanswered is the amount of
intelligibility for time varying noise situations more extreme than that of
traffic noise, such as that"associated wHth the environment around airports",

Tammo Houtgastof the Netherlandsdiscussedthe effectof reverberation
on indoornoise leveland speechintelligibility.Reverberationwas expressed
in terms of equivalentapparentnoise level,This establishesa "floor",and
unless the extraneousnoise raises the "floor",it cannotinterferewith
communication.

Three cases were used as examples:

I Situation NoiseLevelof LevelofNoisefor

i Speaker(atone No Interference
meter)

: LivingRoom (80_3) 50 dB(A) 35 dB(A)
Classroom{250m-i) 59 dBCA) 45 dBIA)
Large-Conference 65dB(A) 50dB(A)
Room (SO0mJ)

These are lower limit criteria, and depend upon the size of the room and
the reverberation time, as well as the distance from the source to the
receiver. For example, in the large conference room, the level of no
interference changes with distance between the speaker and the listener from
50 dB(A) at over 4 meters to 65 dBCA) at I meter, Note also that these are
not small rooms. If the ceiling is 2 meters from the floor, then the floor
areas are.4O,125 and.250tm2, respectively,or 430, 1345and2690 ft2.

A.21.3 TEAM_III'-Non-AuditoryPhysio'IoeicalEffectInduced'by_loise

Many of the papers in the session on Nonauditgry Physiological Effects
involvedconditionsnet pertinent'toaircraft_forexample,noise levelsv#ell
above aircraft levels outside the airport for long periods of time), but
three have some relevancy to this study. F. Newell Jones of UCLA reviewed
some investigationsof possibleconnectionsbetween aviationnoise at Los
Angeles InternationalAirport and interferencewith fetal development,
without reaching any firm conclusions. Jones concluded that although nothing
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had beenproved,the possibilitythat noiseis implicatedin increasingfetal
distressin susceptiblepopulations"should not be lightly dismissed,at
leastuntil we know a good dealmore", The noise levelsinvolvedwere not
given,

The results of an investigation,by David J. Hand, et al fromLondon,
of the relationship between noise near London '(Heathrow) Airport and
psychiatrichospitaladmissionsconcludes"the conflictingresultssuggests
that any effects which exist are subtle ones, involving complicated
interactions,and that the simple direct relationshipswhich have been
establishedin earlierstudiesusing smallsampleswith inadequatecontrols
shouldbe consideredcautiously.Furthermore,... it is importantto bear in
mindthe distinctionbetweenadmissionrateand the incidenceof psychiatric
illness:a referralto a psychiatrichospitalis as mucha socialevent as a
medical one".

A report from the Netherlands by Paul Knipschild, concluded, based on
patient visits to nineteen family doctors in one week that, over the range
from 5B to almost 70 Leqfdn) the contact rate for hypertension was 72% higher
in areas over 65 Ldn than in areas under 60 Ldn. In a community
cardiovascularsurvey,taken in eight areas near the airport,it was found

i that in an area with Ldn 68 the prevalencerate was twice that in an areawith 55 Ldn. The authorsconclude"that aircraftnoise is a riskfactor to
hypertension".(A reportby Alex Cohen et al, of NIOSH, in anothersession,
concluded"Clearly,it is too early to drawany conclusionsaboutnoise as a
causalfactorin cardiovasculardisease.")

In two summarypapers on this session,it was suggestedthat research
shouldgive specialattentionto "criticalgroups",i,e.pregnantwomen end
theiroffspring,older people,and peoplewith cardiovasculardiseases,and
that "proofof organic,extraaural,noise-lnduceddiseaseshas not yet been
obtained", but "experiments have shown that noise should he viewed as a risk
factor".

A.21,4 Team V - Noise-Disturbed Sleep

The session,Effectsof Noise on Sleep,opened with a reviewpaper by
BarbaraGreifanof Germany.Summarizingseveralstudies,"theauthorscame to
similarconclusions.Of greatest importanceis the generalconclusionthat
the significance on health and well-being of noise-induced sleep disturbance
remainsunresolved".

Michel Vallet of France conducted an experiment in Paris where 40 men
of various ages, who had been exposed to aviation noise for at least a year,
were monitored for four nights after a habituation period. His work
indicated that arousal rates were not as high as would be predicted by
laboratorystudies, The correlationwith arousal was highest for the
parameterof the differencebetween the peak noise level and the ambient
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level: Ambient levels were net reported; Leq ranged from 28 _o 55i and LI
(thedifferencebetweenambientand peak) rangedfrom 40 to 70 dB(A).From
the relationshipgiven between noise level differenceand percentageof
people with a sleep change, a change in sleep state, or awakening, would be
expected for about 18% of the subjectsexposed to a 50 dB(A) changefrom
ambient. If transient effects in the EEG are included, the percent affected
reaches45%, There were reactionsat any of the levelstested,no matterhow
low.

Jeffrey Goldstein of the EPA and Jerome Lukas of the California
Department of Health Services presented two curves. The first relates
probability of a noise induced sleep stage- change- against sound exposure
level (SEL); the,second, the probability of a noise induced awakening against
SEL. The relationships areapproximately:

Probability of sleep change : (1.35 x SEL) - SO
Probabilityof awakening = (1.1x SEL) - 50

In both cases there is large scatter in the data. Whether the original
data were from laboratory or in situ experiments was net specified, although
the authors point out that Va]let suggested that long time residents near
one Paris airport are awakened much less frequently than expected with
aircraft noise".

The other" papers: dealt: pnimarily with traffic noise. There was some
indication, in addition to the Vallet paper, that habituation may occur even
in the-short:term;

A;-21..5TeamVI -.CommunityResponee_toNoise

The introductory,paper by Paul N. Boreky of Columbia.Universityin the
, Team VI - CommunityResponse to Noise Session reviewed past work and

presented conclusions from the review:

MeasurementofSingleEvents:

:_ a. dB(A) can be a standarddescriptorof differentnoisesourcesin
communitynoisestudies.

b_ - d. More_laboratory,research'is,needon:
The effects of' duration on" loud,less, noisiness' and annoyance

- judgements.
The effects of pure-tone components on loudness, noisiness and
annoyance responses.
The interaction of low-frequency vibrations and noise intensity
on loudness,noisinessand annoyanceresponses.

e. - f, More laboratoryand fieldresearchis neededto:
Determine the effects of impulse noise on annoyance responses.
Study the intrusivenessof a single noise exposure against
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different ambient noise levels and specific effects on loudness,
noisiness and annoyance Judgements.

Measurement of Multiple Events:

a, More laboratory and field research is needed to establish the
relatipnship between annoyance responses and number and level of
noise exposures of different sources per given time period,

b, More laboratory studies are needed on fluctuating rates of _oise
exposures, intervals between events per given time period, and
annoyance responses.

c, More field research is needed to determine the possible different
effects of noise exposures during time of day {day-evening and

I night) on annoyance responses.

d, More longitudinalfield studies are needed to determine the effects
on annoyance of seasonal and other changes in noise exposure over
longer time periods.

e, More laboratory and field research is needed to determine the
special relationships between different types of noise exposure and
sleep disturbance.

f, More field research and possible laboratory studies are needed to
determine whether the location of a residence directly under a
flight track or off to the side makes a difference in annoyance
Judgements when the sound levels of both residential areas are
comparable. This informationis urgently needed to Justify the use
of noise level contours.

Measurement of Human Response:

a, More laboratory and field research is needed to establisl the
• relationship between annoyance responses and number and le_l of

noise exposures of differentsources per given time period,

b. Standard methods of measurement are needed for.delerm_ning_eo]i_qs(
of annoyance,acceptability and complaint potential.

c, A standard list of the principal psychological variables which
influence annoyance and complaint responses and their methods of
measurement is required.

d. Field studies are interdisciplinary and require more precise
sampling and field measurements both of noise exposure variables
and human responses, Laboratory studies can develop the hypothesis
of relations between noise exposure and human response, but field
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studies provide the validation and measurement of absolute
numerical relations. Laboratories can systematically test
variables, while in the real environments not all combinations of
variables are available for study.

Chris C. Rice _f England, examined various dose-response relationships,
including the Schultz curve, EPA's Levels Document, results From the early
London _eathrow) Airport work, and from the 1967 Heathrow studies, the
Tracor seven cities data, the Tracor two cities data, and the Swedish,
French,Munichand Swiss data.The resultssuggestthat a singlecurvemay
not be.applicable to. all'airports, and three different curves are suggested,
dependingupon.thenumberof operations:less than50,000movementsannually,
from 50,000 to 200;OOD -(the_Schultz curve), and over 200,000 annual
operations_ The smallest number-of operations suggests percentages annoyed of
less than half of the Schultz curve at the same Ldn. For over 200,000
operations, the percent annoyed is higher than the Schultz curve to about 75
Ldn, and below the Schultz curve at higher noise levels.

Simone L. Yaniv and Jay W. Bauer of the National Bureau of Standards
examined the literature on the effects of duration on adverse response. The
"equal energy" relationship assumes that a doubling of duration is the

equivalentof a 3 dB change in noise level. Experimental'data range from 0.2

dB/dd (durationdoubling)to 4.B dB/dd,dependingon instructionsgiven to
the subjects, the type of signal and the durations and levels of stimuli.
Studies indicate that both annoyance and speech interference increase in

I directproportionto the numberof eventsper unit time, but disagreeon therelationshipbetween-the effectsand the "rate of events". Resultsof an
L experimentalprogram at the National Bureauof Standardson trafficnoise

I indicatethat; of indicies sufficientto describe to
none the. is exposure

timemvarying_ noise_ As the time-varylng characteristic is even more
applicable,to aviation than to highway,traffic, presumably the conclusion is

! equally applicableto aviation.

In anotherlaboratoryexperiment,with aircraftnoise,PhilipCheifetz
of New York and Borsky reported that "Although far from perfect, Leq is
probably the best availablemeasure of integrated noise exposure..,the
correlationwith annoyance is quite high ... r = 0.53, accounting for 25% of

i I the variance". On an annoyance score of 0-9, 0-4 was considered slightly
_ annoyed, 5-6 moderately-annoyed_ and.7-9_highly annoyed. Overall, the
' percentage,o_ people in 5-6 range-ratedthe:noise about-equallybetween

i -acceptable'-and. non_acceptable_The= mean annoyance score" of 7 wasapproximatelyequal to 65;Leq.

Schultzmade a number of points about his previouslypublishedwork.
_ Both the data,and an examinationof the distributionof responsesat various

noise levels,indicatethat the percenthighlyannoyedincreasesmore rapidly
as the noiseincreases,while the medianresponsetends to be more constant
with increasingnoise. The percent highly annoyed is best fitted by a
curvilinearregression,the median response by a linear regression.The
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problemsof the choiceof whom to countas "highlyannoyed", the effectsof
i the name given to the endpoint on the annoyancescale, the relationship

between indoor and outdoor noise and a consequentrequirementfor a more
! carefulaccountingof peaks (because"only the noisepeaks standmuch chance
i of intrudingindoorsand competingfor attentionwith the n_isesgenerated

indoors")were all discussed.

Schultzalso discussesthe scatterin the dataIn these terms:"If the
finalreportof the surveyis writtenby the psychology/socialsciencepart
of the team (whichis usuallythe case),then the measureof noiseexposure
is typicallyacceptedas given.That is, it is assumedthateEery subjectwas
exposed to exactly the noise measuredfor his neighborhood..... Then it
becomesnecessaryto accountfor the observed scatterin the %HA (highly
annoyed) responses,rangingfrom 12.5% to 40_; usuallythis entailsthe
invocationof attitudinalor demographicvariablesunrelatedto the noise".
"On the other hand, if the final reportwere to be written by the noise
measurementteam (whichit never IsJ),theymight'believethat exactly23% of
all subjectsin the neighborhoodwere highlyannoyed,correspondingto ONL =
70 db .... Then it would be necessaryfor them to accountfor errorsin
measurementof the noise level to which the subjectswere exposed,ranging
from 62 to 7B db, becauseof shieldingby sound barriers,differencesin
house attenuation_and soon."

"The reasonableinterpretationlles somewherebetweenthese extremes;
but to achieveit would requirea continuingand trustingdialoguebetween

i the measurementand interviewparts of the surveyteam during the entire
courseof the study."

In a continuationof the work reportedat the 1973conference,Ragnar
Rylanderof Swedenreportedon a reanalysisof the Tracordata, to separate

4. the effectsof noise leveland numberof overflights.The results,In terms
of percenthighlyannoyedas a functionof noise level (In PNdB) and number
of overflightsare:

Overflights

50 50-99 100-19g 200-399 400
PNdB
80-g9 2 12 30 13 19
90-g9 11 29 53 30 41
100-109 22 54 58 54 58
110 38 73 54 30

The dataseemto indicatethatat noise levelsup to I00 PNdB, annoyance
is highestwith overflightsin the range I00-199; at noise levelsin the
range100-I0gPNdg,annoyanceis aboutthe same for any numberof overflights
over gO; and that at levels above 110, annoyancewith less than 50
overflightsmay be higherthanwithover400.
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A number of explanations for "this paradoxical reaction pattern" are
postulated, One conclusion is "against this background, the general
application of the equal energy concept may have shortcomings",

John B, Ollerhead of England summarized the results of investigations of
two factors involved in the use descriptors like Ldn as indices of
acceptability,"one measure of which is communityannoyance".The first
factor is the weightingof eventsat differenttimesof day.A comparisonof
number of disturbancesduring the day, evening and night, at differentLeq
levels,"indicatesthat aircraftnoise is more intrusiveduringthe evening
than during the,,day and causes very little disturbance at night". The
implicationof these resultsis that for predicting:communityannoyance,"an
evening weighting of 5 or 6 dB is a clear requirement". For the night, 10 dB
is too large. In fact, Ollerhead suggests that the evening should be extended
to about i:00 a.m. to cover the falling asleep period, and a zero weighting
should be used for the rest of the night.

The second factor has to do with noise from different sources. "In the
United Kingdom there is some doubt about generalized noise descriptors such
as Ldn because it is known that people react differently to noise from
different sources," An example is given showing regression lines fitted to
several surveyswhich_share common scales,of both noise (Leq) and reaction
but involvedifferentnoise sources,For the same valuesof Leq, there was
more dissatlsfactionwith road traffic,alone thanwith a,combinationof road
and aircraft traffic. An analysis of results like this indicated that the
effective level of aircraft" noise was 9.5' dB greater than. that of road '
traffic noise. "In other words, reactions to the two sources, heard
separately,,wo_Id be_the same when their levels,were 9.5-dbdifferent,''

JohnM; Fields and J.G, Walkerof Englandreportedon surveysof effects
of railway noise designed to be compatible with other 'studies. Comparison
with Heathrow data indicated that "at higher railway noise levels {74 Leq or
EB NNI) railwaynoise is estimatedto be less annoying (than the aircraft
noise) by the equivalent,., of 13-30 NNI". At lower levels _below50 Leq and
35 NNI) the differencesare less. There is no explanationof the less annoyed
responsein the railroadstudy.

In a communitysurvey (samplesize 5885) comparingareasof high-noise
_NNILover55,or Ldn over about 74) near London (Heathrow)Airportto control
areas (below.35 NNI or about 50 Ldn), Tarnopolsky, et al, Found no
relationship between noise and psychiatric illness rates, "The weight of the
evidenceshows that noise per se is not associatedwith mental illnessand
cannot be thought a major cause_of them, At every level of noise, however,
the percent of psychiatric respondents expressing high annoyance was greater
than the percent of 'normal' respondents expressing high annoyance. This
does not mean that the noise caused the illness. The rate of illness is
independent of the noise, as stated above. Nor does it mean that only the
psychiatriccomplain, Psychiatriccases are a minorityof the population,
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and are also a minorityof those with the highest annoyance.Host of the
'very annoyed' are psychiatrically normal; most of the psychiatric cases are
free of annoyance."

Jacques Francois of France reported on an investigationof the
relationshipsbetween noise, annoyanceand health and personalityfactors
near Orly Airport. "The average degree of anxiety, neuroticism,and
extroversionis in no way modified by aircraft noise level, even among
respondents exposed to a loud noise for a very long period of time."
ObjectivequestionsreTatingto health do not show significantvariations.
However, subjectivequestionsdo show such variation. At higher noise
levels,peoplecomplainedmore of feelingfatigue,or havingpains,and fewer
said that their health Was good during the last 12 months.

Two summarypapersdiscussedthe subjectof researchfor the future.One
of these_by Jan Karlssonof Sweden,concludedwith thissentence:"It is a
widespreadopinion among decisionmakers that annoyancehas nothing to do
with effects;I think it is very difficultto arguefor actionsagainstnoise
until it is easierthan it is today to analyzethe expression'annoyance'or
to quantify other effectsof noise." In the other, Rylanderexpressedthe
opinion that a) the approachof a singlenoise unit for all environmental
noise can probab]ybe forgotten,becausehumansdon't respondin the sameway
to noise from differentsources,b) the generalacceptanceat gubrovnikof
the equal-energyconcept,a single index combininglevelsand numbers,was
premature. "I think that it is our responsibility to give this information to
the decisionmakers and continuewith carefullydesignedstudiesto evaluate
the importanceof levelsand numbers."

A.22 Comparison of lg80 Compatibillty Criteria

In June, 1980, a Federal InteragencyCommittee issued a report80
containingguidelinesfor the compatibilityof landuseswith noise. Also in
1980 an AmericanNationalStandard79 on the same subjectwas issued. The FAR
Part 150 table issuedby the FAA followsthe FederalInteragencyguidelines
closely, differing in organization and detail rather than in the
recommendationsthemselves.The ANSI standarddiffersin thatit, in general.
specifiescompatibleand incompatibleranges,with a rangefrom S to 15 dB
wide betweendesignatedrangesas "marginallycompatible".In general,the
upper limit of the "marginallycompatible"range correspondswith the
"compatible"recommendationof the FAR Part 150 table. In four categories
(transientlodging;schools,librariesand religiousfacilities;hospitals,
clinics, nursing homes and other related facilities; and multistory
residentialfacilities),the ANSI standardextends use up to 7B Ldn with
specialsoundinsulationto bring the Ldn insidedown to 4B, just as FAR Part
150 does. In other cases, the ANSI "marginallycompatible"classification
extendsintothe areaswhereFAR Part150 recommendssoundinsulation.

In the residential classification, the differences are more pronounced.
The ANSI standarddoes not proposesound insulationfor other uses, such as
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single family residences above 65 Ldn, which FAR Part 150 suggests as a
possible procedure although it will not eliminate outdoor problems. Table 12
illustrates the difference. The ANSI standard does not mention mobile homes.
For residential uses other than transient or multistory apartments, the ANSI
compatibilitystandardsare more stringentthan FAR Part 150, classifyingall
of these res,identialuses as marginalover 60 Ldn, and singlefamilyhomeuse
as marginalabove 55 Ldn.

In the ANSI standard,the marginalrange (I_)is expectedto be used by
authorities as a range from which to pick a suitable limit applicable to the
community,consideringlocalclimateand constructionpractices

A.23"John WaxneAirport'Measurements,1981"

In 1981, an evaluationof noise abatementdepartureprocedureswas
conductedat John WayneAirport in OrangeCounty,California.87 Duringthe
evaluation, noise levels were measured and telephone interviewswere
conducted along the flight path. Respondents were asked to rate their
annoyancefrom street trafficnoise, small propellerdriven aircraft,and
largeairliners,on a scalerunningfrom0 to 4 where:

O =.not at all annoyed,
1 : slightlyannoyed,
2 =-moderatelyannoyed,
3 = very annoyed,and
4"= extremely annoyed.

I Only the:Ldn-va]ues,from the large aircraftwere measured.The values

i forstreet traffic were estimated,based on measurementsmade at other times,andon populationdensity.The data on smallaircraft,noisewas not available.
i becausethe noise from large aircraftdominatedthe measurements. Ldn from

i large aircraft ranged from approximately88 to 68, Over this range, thepercent"highlyannoyed"rangedfrom 40% to 55%, with 50% highlyannoyedat
i 65 Ldn. This is considerablyhigher than the Schultz estimateof 15%, the

i Kryterestimateof 27_,or the Levels Documentestimateof 33_. If Kryter'scommentaboutthe differencebetweenvaluesmeasuredand calculatedfrompeak
_ ,' valuesis accepted,thenthe noisemeasuredat 65 Ldn would be equivalentto
i Kryter and Schultz:values,of 60 Ldn_ The percent"highly annoyedby small

aircraftrangedffom:about'3% to about'25%;while._the-percent_highlyannoyed
by trafficnoTiseappeared/to'be,closerto the Schultzestimate,from5 to 10%
at about'Ldn-55,to 60.

, In a study done in_198185 on reactionsto changesin aircraftnoise
exposure,at the Burbankairport,resultssimilar to the resultsfrom John
Wayne were obtained.The self rating scalehad five steps,llkethe one used
at JohnWayne.The resultswerewell abovetheSchultzscale.
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TABLE12

COMPARISONOF FAR PART ISOAND ANSI53.23-1980

LANDUSE/NOISECOMPATIBILITYCRITERIA

Ldn Ldn Ldn Ldn Ldn Ldn
Standard& Use 50-5555-6060-6565-7070-75 7B-BO
FAR Part 150

MobileHomoParks Y Y Y N N N '
TransientLodgings Y Y Y NCI) N(I N ,
A11 otherresidential Y Y Y N{l) N(I N

ANSI53.23-1980

TransientLodging Y Y Y M (1) N ;
Residential
Single- ExtensiveOutdoorUse Y M M N N N
Multiple-ModerateOutdoorUse Y Y M N N N
Multistory- LimitedOutdoorUse Y Y M (i) (1) N I

:::'"_" (I)refersto a requirementfor insulationto reducethe insidelevel to 45
Ldn or below.
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In'a 1982 report88 of the communityresponseto noise changesat John
Wayne Airport, there is a discussion of possible explanations for the
differencebetweenthe observedresultsat the two airportsand the Scilultz
curve. This discussion includes speculationthat the self reports of
annoyance"are due not only to exposureto aircraftnoise,but also in part
to exposure to continuingpress coverage,politicaldebate,and other forms
of publicity of airport noise problems." In any case, these results reconfirm

i that annoyancecan be expectedto increaseas noise increases,but this does

not mean that the percentageof peopleannoyedcan be predictedwith any
assurancefrom.knowledgeof the noiselevelalone.

A.24 Analxsis:ofSocialSurvaxs.on Noise.Annoyance,1982

Kryter,in October198290, usingthe samebasicaircraftdataas Schultz
did in 197871, developed a scale of the percent of people highly annoyed
which differs from Schultz by about 6 dB(A). These results are:

Percent Highly Annoyed

Ldn Schultz Kryter

45 .1
50 1.3 5
55 3.9 10
60 8.5 17
65 15.2 27
70 24.6 40
75 36.9 59
80 52.4 80

It should be kept in mind-that the Schultz results are from a
combinationof eleven differentsurveys;the Krytercurve considersresults
from six of the same surveys,all aviation.In the range from 50 to 70 Ldn,
both have a spreadin the curvesof about 10 percent.In addition,'eachof

L: the curveswas Fitted to points which did not necessarilylie on a smooth
curve and which were averages.In eithercase, therefore,it would not be
surprisingif the actualnumbersdifferedby fivepercent.

Kryter.suggests,that-actualmeasurements-ofnoise energyand calcu]ated
J noiseusing,the.FAA's,integratednoise,model(INH)_villgive Ldn valuesabout

5.dB(A) higher.than-,thoselistedabove,which-werecalculatedfrompeaknoise
]avels. In othervtords,a noise levelof 65 Ldn calculatedby the INH would
be the equivalent'of 60 Ldn in the abovetable;at 65 Ldn from the INM, the
highly annoyedpopulationwould be about 9% accordingto Schultz and 17_
according to Kryter.

Comparing the above with the Levels Document shows that the latter
predicts an even higher percentage as "highly annoyed". The problem is which
of the responses in a survey are to be counted as "highly annoyed"? Both the
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Schultz and tlleKryCer values could be justified by the results of the first
London(Heathrow)Airport survey,dependingupon whereone drawsthe "highly
annoyed" line.

A.25The Fourth InternationalConferenceon Noise as a Public Health
Problem_1983

In June, 1983, the Fourth International Conference on Noise as a Public
Health Problem was held in Turin, ItalygB. The proceedings from this
conferencerecently became available. Followingan IntroductorySession,
half-day sessions were devoted to each of seven Teams having these subjects:

Team 1 - Noise Induced Hearing Loss
Team 2 - Noise and Communication
Team 3 - Non-auditoryPhysiologicalEffectsInducedby Noise
Team 4 - Influence of Noise on Performance and Behavior
Team S - Noise Disturbed Sleep
Team B - CommunityResponseto Noise
Team 7 - Noise and Animals

The meeting concluded with a closing session on Noise Reduction and
Costs. The followingdiscussionis concernedonly with itemsof immediate
significanceto landuse compatibilitywith aviationnoise.

A.25.1 Noise Induced Hearin9 Loss

Many of the reportsin the Team I sessionwere concernedwith impulsive
noise. No evidencewas .developedin either these reports or from other
investigations that would indicate potential hearing loss problems from areas
subject to aviation noise of less than 80 dB.

A.25.2Noiseand Communication

1 The attentionof the participantsin Team 2, Noise and Communication,
shifted to include much more consideration of the effects of noise on the
abilityof the hearingimpairedto understand,ratherthan considerationonly
of the effects on those with normal acuity.

Lazarus, in a paper reporting on developments in Germany, mentioned a
new rating level for noise, Lr. This unit was Leq, plus a correction for
impulsivenoise,and a correctionfor tonal noise. In general,therefore,it
appearsthat the numericalvalueof Lr would be equal to or greaterthan Leq.
He went on to present tables showing limiting values to insure "a certain
speech intelligibiliCy" Cotherwise undefined) in restaurants, homes,
auditoriums, offices and conference rooms during the day. The following
values for Lr with no corrections for impulse or tonal noise were given for
rooms "where noise comes from outside":

For homes in the daytime, auditoriums,conferencerooms, hospitals and
private offices, Lr = 30 - 40.
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For homes it night, Lr : 25 - 35_
For offices for several persons, Lr = 35 - 45.
For restaurants, Lr = 40 - 50.

There was no discussion of the derivation of these values.

Houtgastreiteratesand use the discussionof reverberationwhich was
presented in the 1978 conference Ipage A-79 ) as a critical noise level below
which noise at lower levels does not affect speech intelligibility. In the
introductory paper for this session, Webster specified these as 35, 45 and
50 dBCA) for a living room, classroom and conference room respectively (page
A-80 ). There"was' no discussionof- the reverberationeffects and the
recommendations given by Lazarus.

A.25.3 Non-Auditory Physiological Effects Induced by Noise

Papers in this session reported on laboratory and field experiments both
with humans and, in some cases, animals. They ranged from investigations of
effects of noise on fetuses to comparisons of incidence of psychiatric
disordersbetweenthose who were and thosewho were not noise sensitive. A
general observation can be made: when noise,levels are reported they are, in
most cases,high- i.e., go dB(A) and up. For example,fetal habituationto
auditory stimull was demonstrated; That is;. the reaction decreased with
repetition (Granier-Deferre). The stimulus itself was 5 seconds of pink
noise, low pass filtered at'800 Hz, delivered through a loudspeaker 20 cm.
above the maternal abdominal wall at 106 dB S.P.L. This is a level unlikely
to "be'encountered_in'the_normallivingroom..

Effects.of a background of both weak and loud impulse_noise on reaction
time were-reported by Mantysa-lo. Weak noise was a,b_ckgroundlevel of
60 dB(A), with bursts:of impulse,noise at 75 dBCA). Loud noise had a
backgroundof 75 dB(A) with peaks of 90 dB(A). Reactiontime, in the test
chosen,was lesswith the loudnoise thanwith the weaknoise background.

i A comparisonof blood levels of glucoseand fatty acids of workersexposed to g5-111 dB noise with blood levels of a control group not so
exposedwas reportedbyKonarske. Glucosewas the samein both groups. Free
fatty acids were slgnificant]y lower in the exposed group, while total fatty

_ ' acids_'we_e;.slightlylower. The_author"states"these.changes,seem_not:to be.
typicalfor'-wide-band,noise.influencec"

I In work reported'byRovekamp,laboratoryexperimentswere conductedwith
fifteen subjects [7 women-and 8 men) with recorded noise at 75 dB(A) of four
different types for two hours. The percent of the subjects reported annoyed
or very annoyed by each of the four types of noise were:

Impulsenoise 76.9%
Railwaynoise 61.5%
Road trafficnoise 50.0%
Aviationnoise 57.1%
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(Therewas no explanationof how 11.54,9.23, 7.5 and 8.57 personscan be
annoyed.) In each case, changes in heart and respiration rates, blood
pressure and vasoconstrictionwere also measured. Nine "noise-sensitive"
persons were also tested, and the same changes measured. It was concluded
that exposure to noise with an equivalentsound level of 7BdB{A) caused
significantchangesin heart rate _up to +4.5_)and respirationrate {from-
1.6_ to +4.g_). There were small changes in the systolic blood pressure.
The other changes were generally not statisticallysignificant. Sound-
sensitive subjects reacted with larger changes than normal subjects. This
experiment lead to the recon_nendationthat there be a study of the effects of
long-duration (8 hours) environmental noise exposure with levels lower than
7B dB(A) to establish the level which causes no effects.

Oijk reported the results of a test of 24 male subjects doing light
physicalwork undernoise levels{Leq)of 90 dB{A). The meandiastolicblood'
pressure was increased a small (1 mm Hg) but significant amount. The effect
of systolic blood pressure and heart frequency was not significant. In
Dijk's experiment the work-noise periods were 20 minutes long; in Rovekamp'e
experiment, there was no physical effort, and the noise lasted two hours for
the "normal"andone hourfor the "sound-sensitive"people.

A.2B.4 Influence of Noise on Performance and Behavior

Althoughnew techniquesof testingwere used to gaugethe performanceof
laboratorytasksat noise levelsbelow 90 dB, the application,if any, to
land use compatibility with aviation noise was not evident.

A.2B.5 Noise Disturbed Sleep

The secondparagraphof the openingpaperin thisgroup (Mulet)stated:
"Research on the direct and indirect effects of noise on sleep has given no
definite answers as to what are the major factors of sleep disturbance." The
sixteen papers in the group do present some interesting glimpses of the state
of research. "The effects of noise on sleep are often immediate and of short
duration." "Poor sleeper's auditory arousal thresholds have been found to be
the same as those of good sleepers." "Long-term habituation of noise effects
is certainlya major problemand it will haveto be more deeply studiedin
the future." Some investigatorshave found no adaptation;othershavenoted
rapidadaptation{Nuzet).

"The resultssuggestthat peoplewho live in noisy locationsare more
sensitiveto acousticalstimulation(Greifahnand Gros)." Trafficnoisewith
"(p)eaklevels around45 dB{A) indoorscausedawakeningsin the field study.
The results underline the importance of peak noise levels rather than total
noise energy in Leq for sleep disturbance effects {Ohrstrom)." "We provided
evidence that double glazing does not reduce measureable sleep disturbance
due to traffic noise (Kumar et al ." "VSeconclude ... that there is
practicallyno habituationof H(eart R(ate reactivity after a 6-year
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exposure to aircraftnoise by night and, althoughpeople are subjectively
rather well adapted, the physiological effect of noise persists (Vallet et
al)."

Thiessen reported the probability of waking due to aircraft passes with
a duration of 5 seconds as a function of peak level in dB. At 65 dB, the
probability is about .25; at 70 dB, ,45; and at 75 dB, ,65. This observation
indicates that Ohrstrom's observation noted earlier apparently does not mean
that peak levels of 45 dBCA) always caused an awakening. Thiessen also
reported that the waking reaction is reduced by about half in two weeks.
After discussing various effects observed, Thiessen said "the relation to
health is omitted entirely for obvious reasons,"

A.25.6 Communit_Responseto Noise

In the opening review paper, Griffiths made the following comments_
"Communityresponsehas been implicitlydefinedas unfavourable,even to the
extent that laboratory studies (which by definition provide no normal social
context for noise evaluation) often fail to differentiate between loudness
and noisiness... It may well be the case that the term 'community response'

I has reached the end Of its useful life.,. It may,well be that the continued
use' of the phrase,allows researchers(and administrators)to escape two_
genuineproblemswhich it is absolutelynecessaryto face: the first,that
at the presenttime it is possibleto predictindividualresponsesto noise
withinonly a very wide band of uncertainty;and the second, thatknowledge
of the scale-of individualdifferences"in responsehas a vital role-toplay
in helpingus set communitynoise standards,.,A considerableproportionof
the literature_now refers to dose-responserelationshipsand it is,
unfortunately,quite possiblethat similarconsiderationsapply to this us-
age. In-experimentaltoxicology,both-dose and responseare operationally-
definedand objectivephenomena.,. In tilecase, however,of noise,this is
far frombeing the case, sinceeven the doserequiressubjectivedefinition,
The objectiveacoustic datumis sound,the physicalcharacteristicsof which
are measuredby our acoustictechnology;noise itselfhas to be psychologi-
cally defined, The responsewe measure,it should be understood,is even

i less objectiveand the attemptto describethe relationshipbetweenreceived
noise and expressedreactionas a crude input-outputprocess in which there

i are no interveningvariableswithinthe-blackbox (thehumanbeing)is doomed

to. failore. The:phrase dose-responserelationshipseems to encourage•that• simplicityof" thought, and-remove;the possibilityof;investigating"human
diversity."

In his review of the field of aircraft noise, Griffiths cited
particularlythe,workof Taylorand Hall,et al. in Canada,and Rylanderin
Sweden, The latter had "continuedto argue for a reassessmentof the
interactionof overflightfrequencyand peak noise level," They concluded
that the numberof overflightshad an effectonly up to about 50 overflights
in 24 hours. Above 50 overflightsin 24 hours,Rylander'sgroup felt that
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the maximum noise level (dB(A))which occurredat least three times in 24
hours best representedcommunityresponse. Comparingtwo _irports,the
Canadiangroup found that"for the same NEF, however,the smallerairportof
the two alwaysgeneratedmore disturbance,thus confirmingthe operationof
differentmodelsfor varietiesof the samenoisesource."

Griffiths devotedconsiderabletime to a review and critiqueof the
Schultz curve71 (pageA-74). "Bothmethodologicaland empiricalpointscan
be raisedwhich cast doubt upon the validityof Schultz'sprocedures,and
perhaps on some of the changes of attitudeamong noise researcherswhich
seemsto havefollowedthe adventof Schultz'ssynthesis."

Borsky reported on a study done for the U.S. Air Force at sevenAir
ForceBases. Interviewsand noiseneasurementswere conductedon and off the
bases. Ten differentcumulativenoisemeasureswerecalculated,the highest
and the average values of each of the following:

I. Ldn
2. Leq
3. Number of flightsby dBIA)peak for day, eveningand night (5 dBIA)

intervals)
4. Soundexposurelevel (SEL)by timeof day.
B. IntegratedHourlyNoise Level (HNL)by timeof day.

Each of thesewas correlatedwitha measureof annoyance(scaleof 0-9)based
on reportedinterferencewith communication,sleep,rest, concentration,etc.
"The best predictorof annoyanceprovedto be a multiplecorrelationof the
highestnumberof flightsby peakdB(A),by day, eveningand nightperiods.
The second best physicalpredictor,Just slightlyless effective,was the
averagenumber of flights,by peakdB(A) and time perlod. Over a thirdof
total individual variance in annoyanceresponse was explainedby the
combinationof numberandpeak dB(A)by timeof day.

Turning to the personal attitude and experiencedifferencesin the
population, Borsky reported that three personal variables were most
significant with regard to annoyance: 1) fear of crashes, 2) belief that
airplaneoperationswere a hazardto health,and 3) readinessto complain.
When these three factorswere includedin the correlation,along with the
physicaldescriptorswhichwere the best predictors,a multiplecorrelation
coefficientof R = .81 was achieved,explainingover two-thirdsof all
individualvariancein annoyanceresponse.To simplifythe calculation,the
physicaldescriptorswerecollapsedfrom 5 dB intervalsto three intervals,
70-84.9, 85-g9.9, and 100+ dB(A). The correlationcoefficientfrom the
resulting12 variables(B physicaldescriptorsand 3 personal descriptors)
was R= .80. "While the predictionequationhas 12 items which is not as
simpleto use as a singlephysicalindex,it clearlyis more relatedto human
annoyanceand can be defendedas morevalid."
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A.25.7 Noise and Animals

There was a paucity of papers on this topic. A literature review by
Fletcher cited the conclusions of a workshop at San Diego on the potential
effects of Arctic oil exploration, development and production on arctic
marine mammals. The conclusion was "the evidence submitted at the workshop
indicates that existing scientific knowledge is insufficient for a comprehen-
sive appraisal of the impact of man-made noise from projected petroleum-
related activity on arctic marine wildlife".

Two experimental programs,• one with rhesus monkeys, the other with
baboons, had apparently contradictory results. Monkeys exposed, to Leq levels
fromSS to gO:dB(A) showed sustained, blood pressure elevatens. The increased
blood pressure continued after the termination of the experiment which lasted
three to nine months IPeterson et al.). Sub-adult baboons had an initial
increase in blood pressure with noise levels mf 83 to 97 dB(A) for eight
hours a day, but these levels soon dropped; and over the long term both blood
pressure and heart rate were lower than before the test. After completion of
the experiment, both blood pressure and heart rate were approaching pre-test
levels by the end of two weeks (Turkkan et al.).

Luz pointed out that, to make logical decisions about noise and
wildlife, three, questions must'be:answered:

I) Howloud is the noise to the species of interest?
2) Does the. noise, per se, pose a.threat?
3) Can the species adapt without adverse physiological consequences?

The firstcquestion was based on different species having different auditory
sensitivities.To use dB{A),which simulateshuman frequencyresponse,to
eva_uatethe:effectof'noise on other speciesis highly suspect.The other
two questionsbrought one squarelyup againstthe issuesraisedat the San
Diegoworkshop.

A.25.8 ClosingSession- NoiseReductionand Costs

Ii: In thissession,Eldredproposedthe use of a different,linearmeasure
i_ of sound exposure.The unit is the "time-integratedsquaredA-weighted sound

pressure." The eight _our equivalentof 90 dB is 11,520 pascal squared
_ seconds {or 11.5.kilo Pa S). The,day,night weighted sound exposureof loPa2S

is.theequivalentof 44.614Ldm Ten pa2S would be 10 dB higher;100 would

i be 20 dB_higher. Adding sound exposure_becom_s_simple.For examp e one hour
I i at'gO_dB:would'bea sound'exposureof'1440Pa'S. One hourat 60 dB wouldbe

I_44of'thenew units. A schedule-ofexposurecould thenbe summedby simple
addition,The followingillustrationwaspreparedby the reviewer:
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APPENDIX B

TBTAL DAILY TIME ABOVE SPECIFIED NOISE LEVELS, AT 65 Ldn

The FAA requires that, under certain circumstances, environmental
assessments provide information about the amount of time, in minutes, that
the noise level in noise sensitive areas is expected to be above specified
levels: 65 dB(A), 75 dB(A), 85 dB(A), etc. No attempt has been made to
correlate this information with residential land use compatibility. However,
it does provide a means of comparing the peak levels of aircraft noise with
peak levels from other sources.

A recent environmental assessmentBS was examined for the relationship
between Ldn and time above data. Points close to the 65 Ldn contour were
selected for three different cases, i.e. different traffic samples. The
resultswereas follows:

TimeAbove(Minutes)

65 dB(A) 75dB(A) 85dB(A)
Case 1 Point i Day 163 63 3

Night 18 8 O
Total 182 71 3

Point2 Day 200 78 7.1
Night 22 10 O.6

Total 222 89 7,7

Point3 Day 148 36
Night 18 5
Total 166 41

Point4 Day 166 46
Night 20 6

.. Total 186 52

I Case 2 Point i Day 401 149 1.2Night 39 15 O.l'
! Total 440 164 1.3 "

• ! Point2 Day 403 51Night 40 5

I Total 443 56
|

I Point3 Day 413 22
Night 44 2

I Total 457 24
I B-i

I

J

I
I



Time.Above(Minutes)

65 dB(A) 75 dB(A) 85 dB(A)
Case3 Point_1 Day 526" 0.33

: Night 72 0.08
; Total 598 0.41

Point2 Day 590 89°
Night 59 2
Total 649 91

Point3 Day 666 40
Night g8 10

i Total 764 50

The first two points in Case 1, and.the first point in Case 2, were
insidethe 65 Ldn contour. The otherpointsweremore nearlyon the 65 Ldn
contour.,


